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ποδήρεις τοὺς χιτῶνας ἐπισυρόμεναι:
The Donkey-Footed Women of Lucian’s
Verae Historiae in their Mythical Context1
Nicholas Newman
University of Zurich; Northeast Catholic College
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INTRODUCTION
The Verae Historiae of Lucian is a second century A.D. satire, in which the eponymous main character sails beyond the pillars of Herakles and into the western ocean
with the intent to visit the other side of the world and find out what kind of people
live there.2 After a number of fantastical adventures, which include a journey to the
moon and a katabasis into the Underworld,3 Lucian finally draws near to his goal,
and suffers shipwreck with his crew; fortunately no one is killed in the accident.4
Shortly before this, however, Lucian and his men make one more stop. The scene
is tense since the mariners have no idea what the situation on the island will be or
what kind of creatures they will be facing:

1 This paper is an adaptation of a presentation given at the 2016 Classical Association of New England
conference. Many thanks to Deborah Davies for suggesting that it be submitted.
2

VH I.5.

3

VH I.8-29 and VH II.3-35.

4

VH II.47.
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Ἑσπέρας δὲ ἤδη προσήχθημεν νήσῳ οὐ μεγάλῃ· κατῳκεῖτο δὲ ὑπὸ
γυναικῶν, ὡς ἐνομίζομεν, Ἑλλάδα φωνὴν προϊεμένων· προσῄεσαν
γὰρ καὶ ἐδεξιοῦντο καὶ ἠσπάζοντο, πάνυ ἑταιρικῶς κεκοσμημέναι
καὶ καλαὶ πᾶσαι καὶ νεάνιδες, ποδήρεις τοὺς χιτῶνας ἐπισυρόμεναι.
ἡ μὲν οὖν νῆσος ἐκαλεῖτο Κοβαλοῦσα, ἡ δὲ πόλις αὐτὴ Ὑδαμαργία.
λαχοῦσαι δ᾿ οὖν ἡμᾶς αἱ γυναῖκες ἑκάστη πρὸς ἑαυτὴν ἀπῆγεν καὶ
ξένον ἐποιεῖτο.					

VH II.46

By evening we reached a small island, inhabited by women, as we

learned, they called out to us in Greek. They came towards us, greeted
us and welcomed us, they were dressed entirely as befits a hetaira and

they were all beautiful and young and their chitons reached down to their
feet. They told us that their island was called Cobalousa and their city

Hydamargia. Each of the women took one of us with her and invited us
for hospitality.”5

The mariners seem to have been in luck. Rather than encountering the swarms of
half-fish, half-men they find in the belly of the whale,6 or the savage Cow-Headed
Men they encounter on the previous island,7 Lucian and his men seem to have come
upon another welcoming group, like those in the city of Lampopolis and the Island
of Dreams.8 In those scenes too, these women create a connection between the mariners and their homeland. The women speak in Greek to them and are dressed as
heitairai.
Interestingly the Donkey-Footed Women, as the women on this island turn
out to be, and the Vine Women, met on the first island explored by Lucian and his
men, are the only living women met by the mariners on their journey, and they are
inherently different from the other peoples and creatures met.9 This, and the fact that
5

Translation is my own.

6

VH I.35.

7

VH II.44.

8 Admittedly the mariners are terrified while in Lampopolis, with good reason, since they are witness to
lamps being snuffed out for failing to take their appointed watches (for a discussion of this scene, see Sabnis
(2011, pp. 205-242), the mariners are, however safe, invited for hospitality and are even able to learn about the
news from home.
9

Fogel (1999).
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the Island of the Donkey-Footed Women is the final adventure before the close of
the narrative, leads to quite some scholarly attention on the scene. One discussion
deals with the narratological importance of the scene. Larmour and von Möllendorf
have interpreted this episode in terms of the dialogue between the text and the ideal
reader. Larmour interprets Lucian’s struggle with the Donkey-Footed Women10 as
a reflection of the struggle the reader has with a text in which everything is a lie.11
In von Möllendorf ’s interpretation, the sexual violence in this scene12 reflects the
dangers of a reader becoming entrapped in the pleasure of the erotic and fantastic
text.13 Ni-Mheallaigh discusses this scene as an illustration of the interplay of text
with source-texts, consciously tailored by Lucian, who is “developing self-awareness
in negotiating a fruitful balance between past and present.”14 The sexual violence of
the Donkey-Footed Women15 exemplifies the “nightmarish implications of unexamined submission to an aesthetic which privileges the original over the mimetic.”16
The conscious “reversal of mimēsis” allows Lucian to break out of the cycle in which
“source-texts encroach, parasitically, upon posterity” and to instead use the sourcetext to create something new.17
Lucian’s statement in the prologue, that the reader will recognize the sourcetexts he uses and he will therefore not spell them out,18 invites the reader to speculate
about the intertextuality in Lucian’s narrative. Much of the scholarship on this scene
of the text takes up this challenge and deals with the various levels of intertextuality that can be discovered.19 If this discussion has focused on the relationship of
the author with his ideal audience, what source-texts does Lucian intend for his
readers to discover?20 This paper hopes to explore a different aspect of the intertext,
10

As well as with the Vine Women of the first adventure.

11

Larmour (1997, pp. 131-146).

12

As well as in the scene of the Vine Women.

13

von Möllendorf (2000, pp. 92-94). C.f. aso Ni-Mheallaigh (2014, p. 209 note 6).

14

Ni-Mheallaigh (2014, p. 216).

15

The Oedipal relationship of text with source-text is explored in Whitmarsh (2001, pp. 57-71).

16

Ibid.

17

Ibid.

18

VH 1.

19

C.f., for example, Geargiadou and Lamour (1998, 229-231) and von Möllendorf (2000, 505ff ).

20 For the importance of the “Lecteur idéal” see Prince (1973). C.f. also Schmid (2010, pp. 51-52) and
Schmid (2015).
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the unconscious or accidental intertextuality, source-texts, and mythological topoi
that Lucian did not mean to evoke, or did not know about, and how these affect the
shape of the narrative.
Something is not quite right on the Island of the Donkey-Footed Women. On
the other islands on which the mariners have been welcomed, there is a direct link
established between them and home: in Lampopolis,21 they find their lamps from
home which are able to tell them the latest news; on the Island of Dreams, they
meet dreams which they have had before and which are also able to tell them the
latest from home.22 Then Lucian makes the gruesome discovery: “I stayed back for a
moment, for I foresaw nothing good and looking around rather carefully I saw the
bones and heads of many men lying about.”23 Someone has been murdering people.
An even more shocking discovery is made by Lucian as he and his men investigate:
καὶ τὸ μὲν βοὴν ἱστάναι καὶ τοὺς ἑταίρους συγκαλεῖν καὶ ἐς τὰ ὅπλα
χωρεῖν οὐκ ἐδοκίμαζον. προχειρισάμενος δὲ τὴν μαλάχην πολλὰ
ηὐχόμην αὐτῇ διαφυγεῖν ἐκ τῶν παρόντων κακῶν· μετ᾿ ὀλίγον δὲ τῆς
ξένης διακονουμένης εἶδον τὰ σκέλη οὐ γυναικός, ἀλλ᾿ ὄνου ὁπλάς·
καὶ δὴ σπασάμενος τὸ ξίφος συλλαμβάνω τε αὐτὴν καὶ δήσας περὶ
τῶν ὅλων ἀνέκρινον. ἡ δέ, ἄκουσα μέν, εἶπεν δὲ ὅμως, αὐτὰς μὲν εἶναι
θαλαττίους γυναῖκας Ὀνοσκελέας προσαγορευομένας, τροφὴν δὲ
ποιεῖσθαι τοὺς ἐπιδημοῦντας ξένους. ἐπειδὰν γάρ, ἔφη, μεθύσωμεν
αὐτούς, συνευνηθεῖσαι κοιμωμένοις ἐπιχειροῦμεν. ἀκούσας δὲ ταῦτα
ἐκείνην μὲν αὐτοῦ κατέλιπον δεδεμένην, αὐτὸς δὲ ἀνελθὼν ἐπὶ τὸ
τέγος ἐβόων τε καὶ τοὺς ἑταίρους συνεκάλουν. ἐπεὶ δὲ συνῆλθον, τὰ
πάντα ἐμήνυον αὐτοῖς καὶ τά γε ὀστᾶ ἐδείκνυον καὶ ἦγον ἔσω πρὸς
τὴν δεδεμένην· ἡ δὲ αὐτίκα ὕδωρ ἐγένετο καὶ ἀφανὴς ἦν. ὅμως δὲ τὸ
ξίφος εἰς τὸ ὕδωρ καθῆκα πειρώμενος· τὸ δὲ αἷμα ἐγένετο. Ταχέως
οὖν ἐπὶ ναῦν κατελθόντες ἀπεπλεύσαμεν.		

VH II.46

It did not seem best to raise a cry and call my companions and reach for
my weapons. Taking forth the mallow I prayed much to it, that I would

escape the present dangers; after a short while, as she was serving the meal,
21

VH I.29.

22

VH II.34.

23

VH II.46.
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I saw legs, not of a woman, but the hooves of a donkey; and immediately
taking up my sword I seized her and bound her and questioned her

concerning everything. She, unwilling, nevertheless spoke, saying that they
were women of the sea, called the Donkey-Footed Women, and that they
made passing strangers into their food. For whenever, she said, we make
them drunk and take them to bed with us, we attack them while they

sleep. Hearing those things I left her behind and went up onto the roof,

shouted and called together my comrades. When they arrived, I recounted
all these things to them and showed them the bones and brought them in

to the bound woman. She immediately became water and was transparent.
At once I thrust my sword into the water; from which blood flowed.
Swiftly we fled down to the ship and set sail.

At first this scene seems to mirror the adventure Jason and the Argonauts have on
the Island of Lemnos, an island on which there are no men, a place ready to welcome
travelers. Here the mariners may find another possible locus amoenus, one which
again threatens the continuation of the narrative, as Lucian and his men may never
want to leave this island.24 Lucian’s discovery of the bones does not immediately
discount this possibility, as the women of Lemnos too had killed their husbands.25
The illusion is shattered when the true identity of these women is discovered. They
are not true women at all, but the Donkey-Footers, who prey on their guests and
kill them.
The transformation of the women from beautiful women into homicidal monsters creates an intratextual link with the very first island visited by Lucian and his
men, the Island of the Vine Women.26 On both islands, the mariners are first at ease;
they are invited in by these women, who call to them in languages they either know
or can at least recognize. The women lure them in by either offering the mariners
hospitality or by kissing them; once the men have been lured in, the women strike.
The Vine Women have more luck in their trap, as two of Lucian’s men are entangled
with them and are turned into vines. But the long voyage has made the men, or at
least Lucian, more aware, and he is able to foil the plot of the Donkey-Footers. This
24 As the locus amoenus in the belly of the whale does as well; fortunately the mariners grow restless and
decide to press on.
25

Appollonius Rhodus, Argonautica I.

26 VH I.8. C.f. Georgiadou and Larmour (1998, p. 229), von Möllendor (2000, pp. 92-94) and
Ni-Mheallaigh (2014, pp. 209-214).
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intratextual link, also allows Lucian to create a ring composition: the first island he
reaches after he sets out, and the last before he reach his destination, are inhabited
by these predatory women.
The promise that Lucian makes during the prologue, that everything that happens during the narrative is a lie,27 creates ambivalence in the reality of the entire
text: on the one hand, Lucian tells us that he is lying and so nothing is true; on the
other hand, Lucian may be lying about lying, which returns a level of realism to
the text. Throughout the narrative Lucian plays with this ambivalence by creating
strange and fantastical settings: an inhabited moon, a city of dreams, the belly of a
sea monster, among others. But what should be foreign and terrifying experiences
are made familiar by the incorporation of Greek elements:28 the moon is ruled by a
Greek, Endymion, who greets the mariners and welcomes them; the mariners meet
dreams they have had themselves who are able to tell them what is occurring back
home; after being swallowed by the sea monster, they come upon a locus amoenus
which even includes a temple to Poseidon. Every familiar scene is then made foreign
again: the people of the moon are embroiled in a conflict against the people of the
sun, and Lucian gives a long description of their strange unit types and weapons;
the locus amoenus in the sea monster is threatened by various tribes of fish people, etc. Both the description of the Vine Women and that of the Donkey Footed
Women fit into this pattern of familiarization and estrangement. On the Island of
the Donkey-Footed Women, Lucian and his men find what seems to be a Greek
polis: the women speak to them in Greek and are dressed in Greek fashion. But any
familiarity is ripped away in the discovery that these women are planning to kill and
eat the mariners.
The otherness of these women, especially the Donkey-Footed women, fits into
another promise made by Lucian in the prologue: that every scene of the text will
offer rich intertextualism.29 In this vein, the Island of the Donkey-Footed Women is
used by Lucian to set up a very concrete allusion to the Odyssey.

27

C.f. above.

28

Georgiadou and Lamour (1998, p. 122).

29

VH I.1.
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LU C I A N A N D O DY S S EU S
Using the concept of intertextuality and the “implied reader”30 in the interpretation
of Lucian’s Verae Historiae, the idea of the audience is of paramount importance. The
“implied reader” as the “ideal recipient” of this text is able to understand all of the
intertextual allusions Lucian uses.31 The interaction of Lucian’s intertextuality and
the interpretation of the readers creates a multi-layered narrative in which every
scene can and should be interpreted as alluding to a wide variety of other texts. Especially important in this play on other texts is Homer, who acts as a foil for Lucian
the author, in that both create characters who are liars:
ἀρχηγὸς δὲ αὐτοῖς καὶ διδάσκαλος τῆς τοιαύτης βωμολοχίας ὁ τοῦ
Ὁμήρου Ὀδυσσεύς.					

VH 1.3

Chief among them and the teacher of such foolishness was Homer’s
Odysseus.

Just as Homer and Lucian, the authors, are foils, so are Lucian and Odysseus, the
characters.32 Both are liars, as Lucian freely admits;33 Lucian the mariner, however,
holds the moral higher ground because he admits it. Since Odysseus plays such
an important role in the development of the very identity of Lucian the mariner,
allusions to the Odyssey are prevalent in the text as well and, from the very beginning, Lucian creates an intertextual dialogue between his text and the Odyssey which
consistently serves to underscore this juxtaposition - Lucian as a better Odysseus.34
In the Odyssey there are two episodes that Lucian seems to be playing on the
Island of the Donkey-Footed Women.35 In Book 10, Odysseus and his men arrive
at Circe’s Island,36 where he must rescue his men, who have been transformed into
30

A concept first coined in Booth (1983). C.f. Eagleton (1983, p. 84) and Iser (1974).

31

See Prince for “Lecteur idéal” (1973, p. 180).

32 C.f. Bär (2013) and Bois (2015) for discussions of the relationship between Lucian and Homer and
Lucian and Odysseus respectively.
33

VH I.1.

34

Newman (2015, p. 24).

35

Von Möllendorf (2000, p. 495), Georgiadou and Larmour (1998, p. 230) and Redmond (2013, p. 82).

36

Bois (2015, pp. 355-356).
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pigs by Circe.37 To aid him in this, Hermes gives him a magical plant which keeps
him safe from her sorcery.38 When he confronts Circe: “So she spoke, but I, drawing
my sharp sword from beside my thigh rushed upon Circe, as though I would slay
her.”39 His attack forces her to return his men to human form and to offer them all
hospitality. In Lucian’s case too, an attack with a sword and a magical plant, in this
case the mallow given him by Rhadamanthys in the underworld,40 allow him to
overcome the Donkey-Footed Women and rescue his comrades.41
In creating female figures that lure the men to their possible destruction, Lucian is playing on a creature faced by Odysseus and his men as well, the Sirens.42 The
Sirens are discussed in three separate passages in the Odyssey.43 In fact, Circe gives
the best description of these creatures, while warning Odysseus about the dangers
he would face. In this way Lucian is able to link the allusions to the Odyssey here
together:
Σειρῆνας μὲν πρῶτον ἀφίξεαι, αἵ ῥά τε πάντας
ἀνθρώπους θέλγουσιν, ὅτις σφεας εἰσαφίκηται.
ὅς τις ἀιδρείῃ πελάσῃ καὶ φθόγγον ἀκούσῃ
Σειρήνων, τῷ δ᾽ οὔ τι γυνὴ καὶ νήπια τέκνα
οἴκαδε νοστήσαντι παρίσταται οὐδὲ γάνυνται,
ἀλλά τε Σειρῆνες λιγυρῇ θέλγουσιν ἀοιδῇ
45ἥμεναι ἐν λειμῶνι, πολὺς δ᾽ ἀμφ᾽ ὀστεόφιν θὶς
ἀνδρῶν πυθομένων, περὶ δὲ ῥινοὶ μινύθουσι.
ἀλλὰ παρεξελάαν, ἐπὶ δ᾽ οὔατ᾽ ἀλεῖψαι ἑταίρων
κηρὸν δεψήσας μελιηδέα, μή τις ἀκούσῃ
τῶν ἄλλων:					

37

Homer, Od. X.250-270.

38

Homer, Od. X.275-290 (trans. A.T. Murray).

39

Homer, Od. XI.320-321.

40

VH II.27.

41

VH II.46.

42

Georgiadou and Larmour (1998, p. 229) and von Möllendorf (2000, p. 494).

43

Homer Od. XII.39-54; XII.154-65; XII.184-200.
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12. 39-49

To the Sirens first shalt thou come, who beguile all men whosoever comes
to them. Whoso in ignorance draws near to them and hears the Sirens’
voice, he nevermore returns, that his wife and little children may stand
at his side rejoicing, but the Sirens beguile him with their clear-toned

song, as they sit in a meadow, and about them is a great heap of bones of

mouldering men, and round the bones the skin is shrivelling. But do thou

row past them, and anoint the ears of thy comrades with sweet wax, which
thou hast kneaded, lest any of the rest may hear.44

The similarities between the Sirens and the creatures in Lucian’s story are striking:45
they are women, unusual in Lucian’s work; they lure men who happen upon their
island using their beauty and charm; the men who succumb to their lure do not continue on their journey, even the imagery used in the description of the two islands is
shared, especially in the piles of bones heaping their islands.
VA M P I R E - L I K E W O M E N
In linking his Donkey-Footed Women with the Sirens of the Odyssey, Lucian, perhaps unintentionally, fits his creatures into a wide ranging mythological topos of
vampiric, dangerous women. This is, admittedly, merely one aspect of the discussion
of the origins of the Siren,46 the discussion of which has been dominated by two
names: Weicker and Buschor. Weicker interprets the Siren in terms of a soul-bird,
the Seelenvogel, the souls of the dead in the form of a bird with a human head.47
The interpretation put forth by Weicker, however, “excluded other equally important
aspects of the Siren”48 and Buschor49 teased out the anthropomorphic Greek Siren,
from the Mischform of the Oriental Siren.50 Gresseth adds another level to the discussion, pointing out that the song of the Siren ensnaring Odysseus so quickly es44

Od. XII.39-49 (trans. A.T. Murray).

45 The Sirens too were depicted as courtesans and wearing long robes, Georgiadou and Larmour
(1998, p. 230).
46

For more on the discussion of their origins, see Gresseth (1970).

47

Weicker (1902). See also Karademir and Özdemir (2013).

48

Gresseth (1970, p. 203).

49

Buschor (1944, p. 13).

50

Gresseth (1970, p. 204).
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tablishes the Siren as an enchantress.51 More recently Holford-Stevens has discussed
the development, especially in art and in the context of philosophy, of the Siren;
while not described in Homer, these creatures are from the seventh century on are
depicted as birds with the head of women.52
Despite the continued discussion on the origin of the Siren, Weicker’s recognition that: “Unverkennbar ist die vampyrartige, stark erotisch gefärbte Grundzug des
Sirencharakters,”53 does demonstrate the importance of the mixture of the violent
and the sexual in understanding the origin of the Siren and other creatures of this
type.
Three important features distinguish creatures of the Siren type, such as the
Donkey-Footed Women:
1. there are no male counterparts, only feminine forms of these creatures;
2. despite being women, these creatures are not humans, this is reflected in their
form, which usually includes a non-human or hidden lower body, especially
the legs and feet. The Donkey Footed Women reflect both of these mythical
strains, they cover their feet with their chitones, but they also have the feet,
really legs, of a donkey;54
3. these creatures live outside of the bounds of human society and lure passing
men, usually in a seductive fashion, to their deaths.
Even a few examples illustrate the universality of this mythological topos. In addition
to the Siren allusion, the donkey’s legs call to mind Empousa, to whom Aristophanes
attributes one donkey’s leg.55 In the mythology of Native American tribes from the
North and Southwest exists a creature known as the Deer Woman, who lives apart
from humans, in the forest. This creature, although there is a certain amount of
variation in the stories, is usually a beautiful young woman, a normal woman in all
respects, except that her feet are not those of a human, but the hooves of a deer. This
woman lures unsuspecting young men to her and entraps him using her magic; the
51

Gresseth (1970, p. 208).

52 Holford-Stevens (2006). There are, interestingly, early depictions of male Sirens as well (OCD, pg. 993).
This seems to fit into the idea postulated by Weicker, of the siren as a bird’s body inhabited by a soul.
53

Weicker (1902, p. 37).

54 Heraclitus describes the Sirens as having birds legs, rather than being birds with human head. The
question: why is it the legs and feet of these women that are replaced with animal parts, or covered, or otherwise changed? This seems to play into the inherent alien nature of these creatures, while they may look like
women, they lack an essential part of human anatomy, one of the few that is unique to the human, the foot.
55

Arist. Frogs 288 ff.
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hapless young man then wastes away and dies.56 Scotland is haunted by several of
these creatures: the Baobahn Sith, are beautiful women who lure men to their deaths
by attacking them while dancing in the Scottish Highlands.57 Interesting is that these
creatures cover their legs with a white dress; the Glaistig, a young woman wearing a
green dress, sometimes with goat’s feet, too lures Scottish young men to their doom
in the Highlands.58 These stories certainly represent numerous threads of mythology
that are combined in these creatures; so, for example the Glaistig is connected with
Artemis type hunting/wilderness goddesses as well as with earth/fertility goddesses.59 Essential to all these stories is the threat of violent sexuality and, often, a wild,
animal component, which points to a theme of a Verkehrte Welt of feminine violence
as a source and inspiration for such mythological creatures.
ORIGINS: THE INITIATION RITE
In all of these myths, these creatures are presented as dangerous; the piles of skulls
and bones on the Island of the Donkey Footed Women and on the Island of the
Sirens attest to that. They are not, however, physically imposing, nor are they able
to overpower their victims directly. Lucian is easily able to overpower one of the
Donkey Footed women and force her to reveal the danger that faces Lucian’s men;
the Sirens of the Odyssey too are not a physical danger as the Cyclops or the Laestrygonians were. These creatures are dangerous because men succumb to their sexuality.
In these myths the reader enters a Verkehrte Welt in which women, the passive sexual
partner in Greco-Roman thought, becomes the active sexual partner, and even more
than this turn their sexuality into a weapon, becoming sexual aggressors. Women using sexuality as a weapon is a theme seen in other places in Greek literature as well,
such as the Lysistrata of Aristophanes. But here the women are using their sexuality
as a bargaining chip, using a sexual strike to force their husbands to stop their fighting. The sexual aggression displayed by these creatures goes far beyond this, and their
savagery is typified in their human form often being mixed with that of animals.
The typical form shared by many of these creatures, that of a woman-animal hybrid,
may be helpful in exploring possible origins for these myths. The animal component
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of these creatures leads may mirror the world of the initiation societies.60 The antiquity of these initiation societies can be seen in the use of various animal totems with
which these societies become associated. So for example the young men of Arcadia,
the ‘wolves,’ were so closely associated with this animal, that it was thought some of
the young men would turn into wolves themselves.61 Young women too were passed
from childhood into adulthood in an initiation. The most famous example is that of
Athenian girls who went to temple of Artemis at Brauron where they would form
groups of arktoi, bears, and would consecrate their childhood; the participants were
somewhere in the age range of ten to fourteen,62 and belonged to Artemis in order
to prepare for their lives as Athenian women.63 One of the most important aspects
of an initiation society is that the young people in it are first introduced to the sexuality of adulthood.64 Moving from childhood to adulthood, especially for women,
meant getting married and having children; these initiation societies then acted as a
bridge from non-sexuality to sexuality as well as from childhood to adulthood. These
creatures, as if they were stylized members of an initiation cult, have literally, rather
than figuratively, taken on the animalistic attributes of the society. The very specific
violence which these creatures inflict, focused solely on men, as opposed to, for example, the Minotaur, who would kill and consume indiscriminately, may reflect the
taboo on men being present at the religious rites of women: Actaeon discovering
Artemis bathing in the forest; Pentheus witnessing the Mysteries of Dionysus.65
These could have severe consequences for any man who came too close. Pentheus
even attempted to get around this taboo by putting on the costume of a Maenad,
itself a symptom of a Verkehrte Welt and the madness of Dionysus, to no avail. The
taboo keeping men from participating in or even seeing the religious rites of women
kept the participants in these rituals pure, and purification rituals were an important
part of initiation as well. This may be reflected in the strange transformation the
Donkey-Footed woman undergoes when confronted by Lucian:
60 Associating Lucian’s narrative with the rites of initiation might be a bit anachronistic, since these were
important to the Greek poleis. The discussion of accidental intertextuality helps to overcome this problem,
however, since these rites of initiation are reflected in various mythological texts used as source-texts in
Lucian’s narrative.
61
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ἡ δὲ αὐτίκα ὕδωρ ἐγένετο καὶ ἀφανὴς ἦν. ὅμως δὲ τὸ ξίφος εἰς τὸ
ὕδωρ καθῆκα πειρώμενος· τὸ δὲ αἷμα ἐγένετο. 		

VH II.46

She, however, immediately became water, wholly clear water. I thrust my
sword into the water; and immediately there appeared blood.

As purification rites involving water were a common part of initiation rituals, and
Greek religion generally,66 it may be another way for Lucian to tie these Donkey-Footed women to the Sirens, who, although originally depicted as a hybrid
bird/woman, were so closely connected with the sea that in the Middle Ages, the
bird woman of antiquity was associated with the mermaid.67
Interesting in this context are other places in the narrative where Lucian seems
to allude to initiatory rituals. The Island of Cheese, in the second book, for example
serves as a possible reference to Orphic initiation,68 while the relationship between
the Verae Historiae and the prolalia Dionysus leads the ideal reader to expect references to the cult of Dionysus.69 The possibility of allusion to the initiation and Eucharistic rite of the Christians even exists in the water and blood of the Donkey-Footed
women.70 While these are perhaps less anachronistic than the initiation societies of
the classical polis, they do underscore the importance of initiation in the narrative
as a source-text for Lucian.
ORIGINS: T HE DEST RUCT ION OF SOCIET Y
A topos of the initiation myth is that it includes a hero who must leave his homeland
and come into his own before returning to his people where he will take his place
as an adult, usually as king.71 This reflects the practice of initiations happening apart
from the polis, from the community. The Sirens, Donkey-Footed Women, and other
related creatures reflect this practice as well, since Odysseus, Lucian, and the other
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assorted victims come across them, not in large cities, but away from civilization.
This return to the polis is problematic for the interpretation of these creatures in
light of the initiation rite, as there is no triumphant return - the Siren never goes
home. Another issue is found in the very aspect that suggests the initiation rite in
the first place, the connection to the animal. While a common theme, this connection is not universal, suggesting that the emphasis is not on the animal, but on otherness, the foreign quality, that is elicited by the mixed form of animal and woman.
This does not hold entirely true of the Donkey-Footed Women of Lucian;
while they are found on an isolated island, they are in a city of their own.72 This certainly does not seem to be the depths of the wilderness: there is a city; the women
even address the mariners in Greek, lulling them into a false sense of familiarity, of
home. This cannot be a Greek polis, however, and cannot be anything but a parody
of one. Despite the fact that the women speak Greek, there can be none of the
institutions that make up a Greek polis, and there can be no continuity, as men are
excluded from this society other than as victims. This is a society that is not only a
Verkehrte Welt; this goes far beyond a society turned on its head, in which the women
hold the upper hand and the men are subservient, such as the Amazons - this is a
society that is fractured and destroyed. This society cannot survive, for there cannot
be any future generations if men only play the role of victim. The sexual aggressiveness becomes then directed not only at men, but at the very foundation of society
itself, its continuation.
In their aggression, these women have destroyed themselves and doomed their
society. Unlike the Moon-Men, another society of only one gender, Lucian gives no
reprieve through same-sex reproduction; there is no description of how these women bear children or what their children look like, etc. The preservation of one’s own
society is a natural inclination; as a society, the polis provides a bastion of civilization
in an otherwise barbarous world. This bastion is a fragile thing, however, and constantly under threat, both by outside forces and by stasis, civil unrest, revolution and
strife. If a polis is to survive, there must be a harmony among its different parts; not
only between disparate political groups, but between different social groups as well:
men and women; slaves and free, etc.
Unsurprisingly, then, the forestallment of such a disastrous dissolution of society
came into play in Greek religious ritual, since “the aim of fertility rituals is to summon antistructural power and make it co-operate with human institutions.”73 One
72
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example of this is seen in the Thesmophoria,74 that festival of Demeter, which was
celebrated throughout the Greek world, in which married women would seclude
themselves from their husbands and perform “agrarian magic” as Burkert calls it,75
in which they used the bodies of pigs placed in the temple the previous year to plant
new seeds.
The outcome of these religious rites was an assured continuation for the city
- the newly planted seeds and the sacrifice of the pig assure that the agricultural
needs of the city will be met in the coming year. This festival, as is pointed out by

Chlup, building on the work done by Burkert, has an element beyond the agrarian
magic, in that it is achieved through a staged disaster: the women of the city remove
themselves from their proper place, the gynecaion of the home, and go off on their
own to participate in rituals in which the presence of men is taboo. It is more than
their mere absence, which makes these women dangerous in the eyes of the Greeks,
however:
“The problem of fertility is precisely how to turn the dangerous into the
beneficial, how to enable exchange between order and disorder without

abolishing the border between the two. Women play a crucial part in this,
since in the eyes of the Greeks they are the chief channels through which
chaos can break into the polis. Their innate wildness and licentiousness

might easily get out of hand and corrupt basic social institutions. Yet this
same inclination toward disorder makes women extremely important.

By having one foot in the polis and the other outside it, women are able
to mediate between the two realms. The chaos they hide within can be
domesticated. Their danger can turn into power.”76

It is precisely this chaos, which seems to be reflected in the description of the Donkey-Footed Women. The sexuality at the core of this myth is typified in Lucian’s
choice of animal, the donkey, which the Greeks considered a very licentious animal
and which are often depicted in connection with Dionysus and Satyrs, usually in a
state of arousal.77 Through the “wildness and licentiousness” of these Donkey-Footed
74
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76 Chlup (2007, p. 94). Already in the Epic of Gilgamesh, the sexual union of Enkidu and Shamhat
civilizes the wild man.
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Women, their city is without men and offspring, and is ultimately doomed.
Chlup argues that the Thesmophoria not only strengthens society as a whole, but
does so especially through its association with marriage: “Thus we have two potent
but infertile (because uncultivated) forces on the one hand, and the potentially fertile, but itself impotent institution of marriage on the other. Apparently, fertility can
only be achieved by reconciling all the parties involved.” It seems that only by harnessing the “wildness and licentiousness” inherent in the female, at least according to
the Greeks, was it possible to ensure the fertility of a marriage, and so:
“Women at the Thesmophoria embody precisely these two extreme types
which are the very opposites of marriage: that of the Amazon, avoiding

men and fighting against them, and that of the courtesan, seeking men’s

company but being unable to produce legitimate offspring. Both of these
forms of the feminine are immensely powerful, endangering the orderly
world of the polis. Yet in themselves, both are infertile.”78

These Donkey-Footed women, as well as the Sirens and Deer-Legged Women, etc.,
seem to be the very mythic incarnation of this “wildness and licentiousness.” It is
in this context too, that the luring of men to their doom by these women can be
interpreted. This behavior makes little sense in the context of the initiation rite, as
the taboo and punishments are ultimately meant to keep men away from women’s
rituals, not attract them. In the context of a destroyed society, however, that the
women lure men to them can be understood as an attempt to undo this destruction
and make the society whole again through “licentiousness.” Removed from human
communities, however, they form their own society, a temporary, three day, society in
the Thesmophoria, but a permanent one on the island of Kobalousa and on the island
of the Sirens; while the sexual allure of these creatures is overpowering, the song of
the Siren for example, the sexual attraction brings death rather than the continuation of the community; the sexual allure of the courtesan mixes with the wildness of
the Amazon, but is not tamed, and does not bring the fertility of the Thesmophoria,
but only destruction.

feet may also be a reference to another text: λούκιος ή όνος, in which the main character turns into a donkey
and has a number of adventures. Lucian’s authorship of this text is unsure, however.
78
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C O N C LU S I O N
Certainly, like every other scene of the Verae Historiae, Lucian layers his parody and
allusions, creating both intertextual connections with myths such as the Argonautica
and the Odyssey and intratextual connections with other episodes of the Verae Historiae, such as the adventure on the Island of the Vine Women. The Donkey-Footed
Women from the island of Kobalousa are not a natural part of Classical Greek myth,
but an invention of Lucian’s Verae Historiae. Nevertheless they do seem to reflect a
mythological type: a part woman, part animal hybrid, living outside human society,
luring any men who desire them to their deaths.
One of the most striking allusions in the scene of the Donkey-Footed Women
is to the Sirens in the Odyssey. In making this allusion, Lucian is creating an unconscious intertextual link with a common mythological topos of a Verkehrte Welt
of feminine violence. This topos, widespread in various mythologies from Ancient
Greece to Native American legends of the Southwest, leads to the conclusion that
there may be a connection between this mythological type and ancient rituals. The
lair of the creatures, removed from the society of other humans, their aspect, a mix
of human and animal, and their nature, murdering those men who break their taboo
and visit them, seem to indicate that they are have their origin in the same fears and
social impulses that are at work in the development of both female initiation rites
and rituals meant to forestall the dissolution of society, such as the Thesmophoria.
This fear, the “anxiety about female sexuality, especially the fear of entrapment,”79 exemplified in the mythological topos and the religious ritual tapped into by
Lucian, and creates a scene for the ideal reader that is far more terrifying than the
actual danger presented would be. It is through this terror and this Verkehrte Welt
that the narratological understandings of the scene unfold themselves for the reader.
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In Bellum Gallicum Caesar introduces his readers to unfamiliar places and peoples
in the course of his conquests in Britain, Germany, and Gaul. While most of the
text is devoted to people, events, and problems within Gaul, the questions of who
is a Gaul and what is Gaul endure throughout the text. In Bellum Gallicum, Gauls
are often defined externally, through their relationship to other peoples and places,
rather than internally, according to their own traits or characteristics. A similar situation exists for the idea of Gaul as a place. Gallic characters are portrayed as inferior
to Romans and Germans throughout the text, and Gaul as a country is constantly
under the threat of foreign domination. Throughout Bellum Gallicum, Caesar creates
and explains a Gallic identity which is constructed similarly to a modern Orientalist
identity. This paper will first explain the idea of Borealism, which is a useful way of
thinking about the portrayal of northern barbarians in Caesar’s thought, and then
will move on to examine the relationship between Gauls and Germans, the portrayals of Gauls independent from comparison with other peoples, and the relationship
between Gauls and Romans. In doing so it will explain how and why Caesar constructs the identity that he does for the Gauls.
Before we can explain how Caesar defines Gallic identity, it will be useful to
have a framework for discussing foreign construction of identity. Edward Said sets
up such a framework, Orientalism, which he explains as “a way of coming to terms
with the Orient that is based on the Orient’s special place in European Western
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experience.”1 While Said is focused on the Arab world, Persia, and India in relation
to European colonialism, the system he describes seems applicable to non-Roman
peoples north of the Republic in the 1st century BCE.2 Said explains that “The
Orient is an integral part of European material civilization and culture.”3 This is
certainly true of the role of Britain, Gaul, and Germany in Caesar’s day, as evidenced
by the fact that Caesar mentions trade with the Gauls (and to a lesser extent Britain and Germany) in Bellum Gallicum 1.1 and throughout the text. Said continues:
“Orientalism expresses and represents that part culturally and even ideologically as
a mode of discourse with supporting institutions, vocabulary, scholarship, imagery,
doctrines, even colonial bureaucracies and colonial styles.”4 Here, too, there are parallels with Roman Gaul, which certainly has its own colonial bureaucracy and styles,
and for which Caesar presents scholarship, ideology, and vocabulary (such as in the
ethnography in book 6). As Krebs points out, Roman knowledge of “the North” is
tinged with political facts every bit as much as Western knowledge of “the Orient”
is today,5 and so we arrive at Borealism. Borealism is the framework for Roman dominion of “the North” in Roman thought, parallel to Orientalism as the framework
for Western dominion of the Orient in modern Western thought.6 While Krebs
applies Said’s ideas to Germans in Roman thought, the Gauls receive a related treatment from Caesar. Since the Gauls cannot describe themselves in Roman literature,
they must be silent or they must be spoken for, and when Caesar speaks for them,
his remarks occur within the framework of Borealism. Due to the political realities of Roman involvement in Gaul, Britain, and Germany during Bellum Gallicum,
Caesar’s writing has to navigate both the realities he experienced and the ideological
justification for Roman expansion. Caesar’s Borealist thought about the Gauls and
Gaul is a way to synthesize these two factors in Bellum Gallicum.
The next question at hand is “What is Gaul?” Caesar’s explanation of the place
where Bellum Gallicum takes place is confusing in light of the events which happen
there. The text begins with a brief description of Gaul. Notably, only one of the
1

Said (1994, p. 1).

2

Krebs (2010, p. 202).

3

Said (1994, p. 2).

4

Said (1994, p. 2).

5

Krebs (2010, p. 202).

6 There is also Orientalism in Roman thought, but that is beyond the scope of this essay. For a simple
example, though, consider how Vergil portrays the eastern armies of Anthony in the Battle of Actium on the
shield of Aeneas at the end of Aeneid 8.
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three parts of Gaul is actually inhabited by Gauls (Celtae). It is unclear why exactly
the Belgae and the Aquitani are lumped in with the Gauls, other than that it is
convenient for Caesar.7 Because Caesar uses the term Gaul inclusively, he makes
his later campagins agains the Aquitani and Belgae seem more natural, since they
are just more Gauls to deal with, rather than a whole new challenge like Germany
or Britain. They are explicitly not part of the group the Romans have traditionally
called Gauls.8 Aside from that, the supposed boundaries of what Caesar calls Gaul
are porous when Bellum Gallicum begins. The Rhine is a natural barrier, to be sure,
but one that people regularly cross. We hear about the Menapii in 4.4, for instance:
Hi ad utramque ripam fluminis agros, aedificia vicosque habebant. There are also Gauls
living in Germany (6.24) and Germans living in Gaul (1.31), as we learn throughout
the text. Moreover, the culture of the Gauls (the people who call themselves Celtae)
seems closely linked to Britain, where their Druids go for education (6.13). Even the
British Channel is therefore an open border. All of this is evidence that “Gaul” is
loosely defined at best, and that the boundaries of Gaul are nebulous when Caesar
arrives.
During the course of Bellum Gallicum, the definition of Gaul shifts as well.
Trans Rhenum as a phrase appears 15 times in the text, but only 4 of them are in the
first three books. In other words, the Rhine becomes a much more important problem for Caesar as he remains longer in Gaul, and he makes it into a firmer boundary
than it is initially. When Caesar arrives in Gaul, thousands of Germans live west of
the Rhine and thousands of Gauls live east of the Rhine. By expelling Ariovistus
and pushing out subsequent German incursions in books 4 and 6, Caesar makes
the Rhine a closed border rather than an open one. Similarly, his expeditions to
Britain punish the British for their involvement in Gaul, which seems to have gone
on since time immemorial. These expeditions make the Channel a firm boundary
for Gaul. Caesar, to a large extent, invents Gaul by defining it is as the space he can
hold onto.9 If Caesar had conquered territory across the Rhine or in Britain, then he
would likely have defined Gaul more broadly. If the Aquitani or Belgae had resisted
Roman rule, then Gaul might well be smaller than it is in Bellum Gallicum.
7

Schadee (2008, p. 160).

8 This is clear from Bellum Gallicum itself, since in 1.1.1 Caesar explicitly says that the Belgae and Aquitani
are not Galli (Celtae). Galli must refer, at least originally, to the Celtae in order for this statement to make
sense, even if Caesar uses it more broadly. Krebs (2010, p. 204).
9

Krebs (2010, pp. 204-205) and Schadee (2008, p. 159).
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We can see, therefore, that if Gaul is where the Gauls live, and if Caesar is the driving force behind firm boundaries for Gaul, then Gallic identity is also defined by
Caesar. Of course, there were Gauls (the Celtae from BG 1.1) long before Caesar was
born, but the definition seems to have been different before he arrived in the area.
The sack of Rome in 390 by the Gauls was an enduring image in the Roman mind
in Caesar’s day (Livy 5.39-48 was written just one generation after Bellum Gallicum).
Even Caesar mentions past troubles in Gaul, such as the humiliation of a Roman
army and death of Lucius Cassius at the hands of the Helvetii (1.7), which happened
a few years before Caesar was born. Gauls, therefore, play an important role in Roman history long before Caesar. Caesar’s unique position is to explore, explain, and
subjugate what was once a strange land in the distant north. The Gauls he presents
in Bellum Gallicum are consistent with earlier notions of Gaul, but presented in a
way that is also in keeping with Caesar’s ideological goals (to justify his conquests).
In other words, all definition of Gauls in Bellum Gallicum is really external definition, even if it is presented as Gallic definition of Gaul, because it must conform
with Caesar’s goals for the text.10 In addition, Caesar is able to redefine the old-fashioned view of Gaul and Gauls in Bellum Gallicum because he brings new information about Gaul back to Rome.11 His explorations and familiarity with the territories
and peoples give him the credibility to change the Roman view of Gaul and Gauls.
This redefinition is revealed by Caesar’s portrayal of Gallic attacks on Romans
in the text. The Helvetii, for instance, are an old Roman enemy who rise up once
more to threaten the province. Caesar defeats them and puts them back in their
place. But in doing so he reveals the weakness of the Gallic chiefs, as seen at 1.30
and 1.31. Although the threat of a Gallic invasion is a familiar theme in Roman
history, Caesar has used it for new ideological ends. That is to say, he is using the
threat of the Helvetii to avoid questions about his adventures in Gaul to the Roman
people and the Gauls themselves. This is a strategy to smooth over the fact that he
is conquering huge swathes of territory of his own accord. He continues this theme
throughout the text. Throughout his time as proconsul in Gaul he takes advantage
of conflicts among Gauls, Britons, and Germans to extend his own power further
north. In doing so, Caesar justifies his expansion to the Romans and makes it more
palatable to his Gallic allies, like the Aedui.
10 Schadee remarks that Caesar wants to “[parcel] out Europe in sections more or less suitable to eventual
incorporation into the Roman empire” (2008, p. 159). I agree with her that this is one of Caesar’s goals for the
text. He is breaking Gaul, Britain, and Germany apart so that they appear like manageable additions to the
empire.
11

Schadee (2008, p. 159).
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Let us consider Vercingetorix and the Borealist characterization Caesar gives us of
him as an example of Caesar’s careful construction of a useful Gallic character. In
7.4 we learn that Vercingetorix is the best Gaul of all time. Caesar heaps superlatives
onto him, such as summa potentia and summae diligentiae summam imperi servitatem
addit, which are otherwise rare in BG. 4.2% of instances of summa in the text are in
7.4 referring to Vercingetorix (a vast overrepresentation, given that this is half a page
out of about two hundred twenty-five pages of text). This is the best Gaul Caesar
faces in the text, and the biggest threat to Roman domination of Gaul. In some
respects, such as his cruelty (7.4.10), Vercingetorix represents the worst of northern
barbarism in the Roman mind. Compare Brennus, the Gallic chief who sacks Rome
in Livy, and his cruelty in burning the city and mistreating the surrendering Romans
(Livy, 5.48). Vercingetorix, the noble, brave, cruel barbarian hero, fits into the Borealist narrative perfectly. He is a way of coming to terms with the north as it relates
to Rome. The figure of a worthy foe explains the setbacks Rome faces by creating
an enemy that Romans are able to lose to with dignity. The Borealist framework
through which Romans view Gauls allows them to accept the possibility of defeat at
the hands of a savage Gaul, especially since the Gauls burned Rome in the distant
past. It is a way to rationalize defeat by a seemingly inferior people. But Caesar, of
course, manages to defeat Vercingetorix. He creates a stock character, a noble savage,
and elevates himself through defeating him. Bellum Gallicum shows us how Caesar
and his Roman readers could engage with Gauls through Vercingetorix, not how
Gauls would interact with him. The information in the text about how Gauls felt
about Vercingetorix and his uprising are only available through the Caesarian lens.
Even remarks about the willingness of Gauls to follow Vercingetorix only allow Romans to rationalize the uprising, and do not represent actual Gallic viewpoints. He
is therefore an element of external definition of Gaul, despite being a strong Gallic
character in the text. Despite the apparent positive traits of Vercingetorix, he is a
tool for Caesar’s domination of Gaul.
A word about geographical determinism is also in order before we proceed.
Geographical determinism is, broadly speaking, the idea that a people’s physical
environment determines their character. For instance, Thomas Jefferson believed
that Africans were lazy and uncivilized by nature due to the warm climate of West
Africa.12 Geographical determinism is found in antiquity in Hippocrates, among
other writers. The tropes he uses to describe the tribes of Europe are similar to the
descriptions given by Caesar.
12

Gates (2011, pp. 17-24).
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ὁκόσοι μὲν χώρην ὀρεινήν τε οἰκέουσι καὶ τρηχεῖαν καὶ ὑψηλὴν
καὶ ἔνυδρον, καὶ αἱ μεταβολαὶ αὐτοῖσι γίνονται τῶν ὡρέων μέγα
διάφοροι, ἐνταῦθα εἰκὸς εἴδεα μεγάλα εἶναι καὶ πρὸς τὸ ταλαίπωρον
καὶ τὸ ἀνδρεῖον εὖ πεφυκότα, καὶ τό τε ἄγριον καὶ τὸ θηριῶδες αἱ
τοιαῦται φύσιες οὐχ ἥκιστα ἔχουσιν.
				

(Hippocrates, Airs, Waters, Places 24)

The Helvetii, who come from a land which is τραχύς and ὑψηλός (the Alps) and
ἔνυδρος (Lake Geneva and the Rhone), fit the stereotype that Hippocrates gives
for certain types of European peoples. Caesar’s portrayal of them, such as the gloria
belli atque fortitudinis that he mentions (BG 1.2.6) is consistent with the stereotype
found in Airs, Waters, Places. This kind of determinist thinking is common in Bellum
Gallicum. For instance, Caesar implies that the harsher living conditions in Germany make the Germans a hardier people when he describes their meagre clothes and
habit of bathing in rivers in 6.21. As a further example, in 6.24 we learn that the Volgae Tectosages are Gauls who have retained their ancient hardiness by moving into
Germany, while other Gauls have grown soft. An outstanding question is whether
it is proximity to Rome or the land of Gaul itself that makes the Gauls softer than
the Germans, and I will say more on this later.13 For now it is enough to note that
the strange creatures (6.25-27) and harsh climate of Germany are seen to make the
Germans a strong people.14 By comparison, the Gauls are consistently portrayed as
soft and weak due in part to their environment (1.1.3, 6.24). Just as Jefferson used his
views on the “natural” character of Africans due to their climate to justify slavery,
Caesar is able to use the “natural” weakness of the Gauls, which he attributes to their
fertile, forgiving environment, to justify bringing Gaul under Roman rule.
The idea of strong Germans and weak Gauls leads nicely to the comparison
of Gauls and Germans in the text. One of the primary ways that Caesar creates an
identity for Gaul and Gauls is to compare them with their German neighbors. It
is unclear what exactly defines “Gaul” as a place at the start of the Bellum Gallicum,
since it is divided into three parts and inhabited by hundreds of tribes with their
own ways and customs. One of the only common factors of all of the “Gauls” then is
13 The text provides statements that support both ideas. At 1.1.3 Caesar comments on the “feminizing”
influence of Roman trade, but in 6.24 we learn that living in harsh conditions has proected the Volgae Tectosages from the degeneration other Gauls have experienced.
14
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that they are not Germans.15 Indeed, a major thread throughout the Bellum Gallicum
is the conflict between Gauls and Germans. Ariovistus in book 1 is one iteration of
years of conflict as Germans cross the Rhine to take advantage of instability and
weakness in Gaul. Ariovistus’s presence west of the Rhine gives Caesar an opportunity to define Gallic character in book 1, when the Gallic chiefs beg him for help.
Horum primo circiter milia XV Rhenum transisse; postea quam agros et

cultum et copias Gallorum homines feri ac barbari adamassent, traductos
plures; nunc esse in Gallia ad C et XX milium numerum. 			

							(BG 1.31.4)
This tells us a few things about the Gauls: (i) they see the Germans as feri, (ii) Gaul
is more fertile and desirable than Germany, and (iii) the Gauls cannot prevent the
Germans from crossing the Rhine. The first and second points reinforce the idea
of geographical determinism as a reason for Gallic weakness. The Germans covet
Gaul because it is good, fertile land (and one whose inhabitants cannot defend it),
and the people who live west of the Rhine see the Germans as ferocious barbarians
because they come from a less forgiving country. The savagery that is causing the
Gauls so much trouble is linked to the nature of the two countries on either side
of the Rhine. It does not really matter that the eastern banks of the Rhine are no
less fertile than the western ones, only that Caesar sees it in this way because the
far side is uncultivated. The effect of this lack of cultivation is to make the Germans
seem more frightening and foreign to readers. That said, the soft Gauls are unable to
protect themselves from the ferocious Germans, which more or less sets the scene
for future Germano-Gallic conflicts in this text.
Due to this ongoing inability of the Gauls to keep the Germans across the
Rhine, during the course of Caesar’s involvement in Gaul the Gauls become more
and more dependent on Roman help to keep the Germans out. Two things deserve
notice here. One is that the best of the Gauls are those who fight the Germans the
most often. The Belgae (1.1) and the Helvetii (1.2) are both better warriors than the
rest of the Gauls, and bigger problems for Caesar. The Gauls who do not need Caesar’s help to avoid German domination are praised in the text as the best of their
countrymen. But, for the most part, Caesar is called in to help the Gauls when the
Germans invade. In 1.31, the Gallic chiefs beg Caesar to deliver them from the Ger15 Despite German heritage, plerosque Belgas esse ortos a Germanis (2.4) does not lead Caesar to lump the
Belgae in with the Germans, and their lands are explicitly said to be part of Gaul in 1.1.
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mans, flentes (1.31.2), because the German chief Ariovistus has defeated the Aedui
and Sequani, the two strongest Gallic tribes. Caesar defeats Ariovistus (revealing
that Caesar’s army is more powerful than the strongest Gallic tribes are) and “saves”
Gaul from the Germans. Perhaps at this point the Gauls do not realize that by inviting Caesar to remove the Germans, they are setting themselves up to call on German aid to remove the Romans later on. When Caesar repels the German invasion
in book 4 and crosses the Rhine, we see the Gallic reliance on Rome again. Without
Caesar the Germans would have moved freely into Gaul and taken much of the
country from the Gauls, but the Romans’ act of keeping the Germans out makes
the Gauls more dependent on Rome for support. In 5.55 Indutiomarus tries to bring
Germans across the Rhine to fight the Romans, but they refuse to cross due to their
recent defeats at Caesar’s hands. Eventually in 6.2 the Treviri succeed in bringing
Germans into Gaul to help them fight Caesar, but the only Germans who will come
are those who have not fought Caesar before. Throughout Bellum Gallicum, Gaul is
caught in a tug of war between the Germans and Caesar. The Gauls, as Caesar tells
it, can do little more than align themselves with one or the other.
With that in mind, let us turn to the relationship between Gauls and Romans
in the text. Caesar tells us that Roman trade has a feminizing influence on the Gauls.
The Belgae are introduced in 1.1 in part as people ea quae ad effeminandos animos pertinent important (BG 1.1.3). In other words, the goods the Romans sell to the Gauls
are a feminizing influence from Caesar’s point of view. But the Romans and their
trade also bring cultus atque humanitas (1.1.3) to the Gauls. These two ideas seem to
be in tension, since presumably Caesar considers feminizing influence a bad thing
and cultus et humanitas good things. In practice, it seems that feminization and culture both have the same outcome for the Gauls, namely to make them weaker than
the Romans and Germans. Caesar makes several comparisons, explicit and implicit,
between Gauls and Romans which explain why the Romans can have wine and
cloth and such without becoming weak, while the Gauls are undermined by them.16
Caesar holds a low opinion of the Gallic national character. BG 7.42.2 is a good
example of this: Impellit alios avaritia, alios iracundia et temeritas, quae maxime illi
hominum generi est innata, ut levem auditionem habeant pro re comperta. The Gauls
are vulnerable to avaritia, iracundia, and temeritas, all of which are sins of their race
rather than of any one Gaul, according to Caesar. Perhaps individual Romans suffer
16 Of course, some Romans were unhappy with the proliferation of luxury goods in Rome, and luxuria is
one of the bywords of Livy and Vergil a generation later as antithetical to Romanitas. For discussion of which,
see Feldherr (1998, pp. 155-156) and Syed (2007, pp. 184-187).
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from these things, but they are not sins of the Romans as a nation. Since this is a
condemnation of all Gauls, it taints each Gaul we meet in the text. Moreover, in 4.5,
Caesar is worried because of the infirmitas Gallorum (he repeats the idea in 4.13 and
7.26 with infirmitas again). At 3.8, he remarks ut sunt Gallorum subita et repentina
consilia. In 3.19, he makes a stronger condemnation of the Gauls: Nam ut ad bella
suscipienda Gallorum alacer ac promptus est animus, sic mollis ac minime resistens ad calamitates ferendas mens eorum est. From remarks like these throughout the text Caesar constructs a picture of a Gallic people who are flighty and unreliable. He is not
the only author to do so. Strabo (4.4.2, 4) and Diodorus Siculus (5.26, 28, 29) make
similar remarks.17 The natural point of comparison is the well disciplined and more
restrained Romans, who are presumably more able to handle defeat, if the Gallic
conduct in 3.19 merits such a response. Indeed, this superior virtus is an important
component of Roman success over the Aquitani in book 3.18 Superior virtus and other traits allow the Romans to be superior to other Gauls throughout the text as well.
This characterization of the Gauls is unfair because (i) it generalizes all the
Gauls and (ii) it is proven untrue by Caesar’s narrative in Bellum Gallicum. During
the course of this text, Caesar fights Gauls (Celtae), Aquitani, and Belgae, who all
live in what he calls Gaul. There is no one group of Gauls that he can paint with as
broad a brush as he uses in the remarks above. He is making generalizations about
broad groups of people based on unrepresentative sections of the population of one
of those groups at any given time. As Said might put it, these generalizations about
so-called Gallic character (as opposed to Roman character) are a way of coming to
terms with an unfamiliar place and people. They are part of the Borealist narrative
Caesar is building in Bellum Gallicum. But even beyond that, these generalizations
are untrue. Caesar’s own narrative shows that the Gauls are cunning and tenacious
in the face of the Roman foe. The plot of Bellum Gallicum is basically that every year
Caesar is in Gaul, some group of Gauls resists Roman expansion into Gaul. This
willingness to fight for their homes against greater and greater odds hardly seems to
demonstrate infirmitas Gallorum. Nor is every Gallic plan foolish and adopted too
hastily. The plan Ambiorix explains in 5.27 is hardly ill advised or adopted without
thought. The best hope of the Gauls to free their homelands (de recuperanda communi
libertate 5.27.6) probably was to strike while the Romans were divided, Caesar was
17

Gardner (1983, pp. 185-186).

18 Erickson (2002, p. 601) points out that the Veneti are never said to show virtus in the text, whereas other Gauls are, presumably because they lack this trait. Instead they rely on skill and knowledge to fight Caesar.
Some other Gauls have virtus, but lack any other traits to do battle with the Romans.
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away, and the soldiers were reliant on Gauls for supplies, which is precisely what
they are in book 5. Caesar tells the reader that the national character of the Gauls is
poor and so they are weak, but this generalization is so broad that it has little meaning, and the text does not uphold his judgement.
The British used a similar line of justification for their occupation of Egypt
in the 19th century, claiming that local rule was much worse off than British rule
because people who live in the East are less suited to rule than those in the West.
Said quotes Arthur James Balfour (a prominent MP at the turn of the 20th century)
on the subject of Egypt:
Western nations as soon as they emerge into history show the beginnings
of those capacities for self-government … having merits of their own …

You may look through the whole history of the Orientals in what is called,
broadly speaking, the East, and you never find traces of self-government.19

This is not so dissimilar from the idea of Gauls as flighty, untrustworthy, and incapable of self defence. We can see that the attitudes that made Orientalism a useful
ideology for British imperialism in Egypt are similar to the attitude Caesar takes
towards the Gauls to justify Roman intervention in Gaul. That is to say that the
idea of a people incapable of self governance and in need of domination by a nation
better suited to rulership is as useful to Caesar as it is to Balfour. Said goes on to
summarize Balfour’s logic:
England knows Egypt; Egypt is what England knows; England knows
that Egypt cannot have self-government; England confirms that by

occupying Egypt; for the Egyptians, Egypt is what England has occupied

and now governs; foreign occupation therefore becomes “the very basis” of
contemporary Egyptian civilization; Egypt requires, indeed insists upon,
British occupation.20

Caesar is not as far down this road as Balfour (or Said’s Balfour, at any rate), but
Bellum Gallicum reveals similar logic. Caesar knows Gaul, as he demonstrates with
his ethnography and geography. Gaul is what Caesar knows, as is revealed by his
redefinition of Gaul throughout the text. Gaul cannot have self-government, which
19

Said (1994, p. 40).
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is confirmed by Gallic inability to resist the Germans. Caesar confirms the Gallic
inability to govern themselves by occupying Gaul. Caesar did not live long enough
to see the process completed, but Bellum Gallicum shows steps down the same road.
Let us consider another of Said’s remarks on the relationship between the Orient and Occident. “Orientalism expresses and represents that part culturally and
even ideologically as a mode of discourse with supporting institutions, vocabulary,
scholarship, imagery, doctrines, even colonial bureaucracies and colonial styles.”21 We
see this phenomenon in Gaul in the form of the title amicus populi Romani (such as
at 1.3.3). The nature of amiticia in the late Roman Republic is murky. It seems to have
been a way to convey limited judicial and legal privileges to those who performed
some service to the Roman people.22 It is a legal relationship between non-Roman
people and the Roman state. This is a supporting institution to the Romans’ Borealist interaction with the Gauls. It is a way for the Romans to ask something of and
reward natives who prove useful to their ambitions in the province, and later beyond.
Even Ariovistus was an amicus populi Romani (1.35), so the phenomenon extends far
beyond the limits of the province and well into Gaul. Here the amiticia is a tool for
Caesar to try to manipulate Ariovistus into retiring from Gaul so that Caesar can
take a larger role in the country. The institution is also used to bind useful Gauls
to the Romans, and Caesar often relies on these Gauls to take action against their
countrymen, such as his allies the Aedui. We can see, therefore, that amicitia is an
institution which supports Roman imperialism, and in doing so strengthens the
Borealism inherent to Rome’s relations with the Gauls (and Germans). It creates a
framework in which Roman friendship is expected of “good” Gauls and that friendship requires Gauls (and Germans) to act in Rome’s interests, even though Rome
has no claim to Gaul beyond the province.
This leads into one of the driving ideas behind this text, which is the Gallic
need for Roman rule. Above I mentioned that the Romans are the only ones able
to keep the Germans on the east side of the Rhine. But there is more to the issue of
a Roman “duty” in Gaul than just the threat of German invasion. Caesar shows us
many Gallic tribes, like the Aedui, who want his help in the country. Gaul is divided
between many different factions, and Caesar is the only agent in the region with
enough power to overcome these divisions. This idea is introduced at 1.31.3: Galliae
totius factiones esse duas. The idea of factiones recurs throughout Bellum Gallicum, at
5.56 and at 6.11, 6.12, and 6.22. And even when the word is not mentioned, there is
21
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still factionalism in Gaul. Those who cast in their lot with Vercingetorix and those
who hold back are one example. The Aedui, ever Caesar’s friends (and friends of the
Roman people, one may add), are the leaders of the pro-Caesar faction in book 7
as before. Because no Gallic tribe is strong enough to dominate all the others (even
Vercingetorix leads only with their consent, as we can see from the accusation of
treason in 7.20.1), there would be no end to the fighting in Gaul without a powerful
outside actor to intervene. Perhaps it could have been Ariovistus, but ultimately the
Romans fill this power vacuum. Caesar presents a group of people who are doomed
to constant war without his help, which legitimizes his interventions throughout
Gaul as Bellum Gallicum progresses. This smooths over the fact that there is constant
fighting during his adventures in Gaul, of course. Moreover, he uses the institution
of amiticia to justify interventions to prevent factional violence against the amici
Romani populi, even when the conflicts are far outside the province. This factional
violence, and the division of Gaul into pro and anti-Roman factions, is part of how
Caesar establishes Gaul as something for Rome to involve itself in, rather than a
mysterious north. Moreover, the tendency towards factions and strife is one of the
traits he uses to characterize the Gauls as one people, despite their diverse cultures
and many states.
My last point about Romano-Gallic relations is about the idea of the pacification of Gaul. Caesar is fond of declaring Gallia pacata before he departs to manage
his province or deal with trouble in Rome. Omni Gallia pacata is found at 2.1, 2.34,
3.26, and parte Galliae pacata at 6.5. Book 7 begins with quieta Gallia, as a nice change
of pace. In Bellum Gallicum Caesar creates the idea that Gaul is one nation which
he can pacify through military action. The people who live there would likely disagree. On the one hand, they did not consider themselves as one nation, as Caesar
acknowledges when he breaks Gaul into three parts of which only one is inhabited
by Gauls (Celtae). And on the other hand, Gallia is never truly pacata in Bellum
Gallicum. Long after Caesar’s death insurrections continued in Gaul, even though
it was absorbed into the fledgling empire by that point. Not until well into the 1st
century CE could it truly be claimed that omnia Gallia pacata.23 But Caesar’s narrative demands a way for Roman readers to come to terms with his conquests. As
Gaul becomes a more integral part of Roman material wealth and culture during the
course of his proconsulate24, there is a need for a narrative that can explain Roman
23 Drinkwater (2014, pp. 24-25): Managing Gaul and keeping the peace was a major project for Augustus
and Tiberius, particularly after the failed attempt to conquer Germany under Augstus.
24
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relations with Gaul.25 Caesar creates a narrative, however divorced from reality it
may be, that Gaul is quiet and safe for Roman trade and exploitation, which allows
the Roman reader to come to terms with the idea of Gaul in the Roman world.
After all, in quite a short time Gaul has changed from an open to a closed question.
By this I mean that, before Caesar, further expansion of the province is still possible
but not mandatory. Gaul is a frontier into which Rome could expand at its leisure, if
the Romans so pleased. Caesar shifts the question from “if ” to “how” when he moves
out of the province to subjugate all of what he calls Gaul. Establishing firm boundaries and narratives for Gaul is an important part of this process. Tacitus will later
explore the still open (and never closed) German question in similar terms in his
Germania.26 As Krebs points out, Caesar introduces the Germans as a third northern people between the Gauls and the Scythians in Roman geography.27 An effect
of this change in the narrative of northern Europe is that Gaul suddenly becomes
manageable and domestic, and the foreignness and mystery of Gaul are transferred
over the Rhine to Germany.28 Germany is the open question in Roman policy after
Caesar omnia Gallia pacata.
Caesar shifts the narrative surrounding the Gauls over the course of Bellum
Gallicum by inventing a clearly defined Gaul and identifying everyone who lives
there as Gallic, whether or not they are Celtae. The identity he constructs for the
Gauls as a divided, weak people in need of Roman rule is a departure from the
traditional notion of Gauls as threatening warriors in the mysterious north. While
Caesar does not deny the courage of the Gauls, he portrays them as so flawed in
comparison to the Germans (who take up the mantle of frightening northern barbarians in Bellum Gallicum) and Romans that they cannot sustain independence.
Even Vercingetorix, the best of the Gauls, is unable to unite the country (such as it
integral part of Roman material culture due to Caesar’s campaigns as money, slaves, and trade draw Rome
closer to Gaul.
25 As Osgood (2009, pp. 342-343) notes, the wealth flowing to Romans from Gaul was important not only
to the officers accompanying Caesar, like Quintus Cicero, but also those back at Rome who borrowed against
Caesar’s immense booty from the conquest.
26
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28 As an aside, Caesar also acclimates Romans to the idea of Britain, though he never managed to hold
it. Caesar transformed Britain from a loose idea into an open question, one which he attempted to broach,
albeit without success. Claudius responded to the open question of Britain, and Tacitus used it as a setting
for his writing in the Agricola, but the question arises in Bellum Gallicum. Stewart (1995) explains the literary
environment in which Caesar constructs his narrative about Britain.
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is) to defeat the Romans. Moreover, the lens through which Caesar sees the Gauls
is one which allows him to justify and explain Gaul’s increased material importance
in the Roman world. After all, Caesar’s adventures are about treasure and wealth,
although he covers this up in Bellum Gallicum.29 The ideas of Gauls as divided, as
dependent on Romans, and as having a flawed national character are all part of the
Borealist narrative that explains why Romans are in Gaul and how they will continue to dominate the country. It is parallel to the Orientalist narrative constructed by
the British in Egypt and elsewhere in the modern period. But the events of Caesar’s
campaigns in Gaul show that this identity is one Caesar constructs rather than one
founded on the truth. He is faced, on the one hand, with material circumstances in
Gaul of persistent, tenacious resistance to Roman rule, and a country which is actually porous and divided. On the other hand, he has the ideological need to justify
his own involvement in the country and Roman domination of Celtae, Belgae, and
Aquitani (but not Britons or Germans). The synthesis of these competing ideas is an
identity for Gauls and a definition for Gaul that smooths over the inconsistencies
between the material circumstances and the ideological needs of the Roman conquest, and this is the identity we see presented in Bellum Gallicum.

29
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John C. Franklin,
Kinyras: The Divine Lyre.
Washington, DC: Center for Hellenic Studies, 2016.
Pp. 834. Cloth (ISBN 978-0-674-08830-6) $39.95.

Kinyras will be most familiar to Classicists as the unfortunate father of Myrrha/
Zmyrna, whose incestuous relationship was a subject favored by Roman poets: principally Cinna’s lost Zmyrna, and the lengthy treatment in Book 10 of Ovid’s Metamorphoses (lines 298-502). He is therefore the father/grandfather of the cult-figure
Adonis, whose prominence likewise outshines both of his parents in Greek and
Latin literature. Franklin’s extensive treatment of the Cypriot hero, therefore, is a
welcome elucidation of a complex and elusive mythological figure, most noteworthy
for its focus on the relationship of Kinyras to a type of Ancient Near Eastern instrument-god best known from his Ugaritic instantiation, Kinnaru, and the Semitic
lyre known as the knr.
I find Franklin’s arguments throughout this detailed work both carefully structured and highly persuasive. His reconstruction of Kinyras’ pre-Greek history in
the Ancient Near East (henceforth ANE) necessarily rests on the interpretation of
fragmentary evidence that is widely scattered both temporally and geographically.
However, the benefits of a careful investigation of Ancient Near Eastern sources
far outweighs the dangers, and Franklin is doubtless correct that “Classicists can
no longer afford to ignore the ANE, where relevant” (xxi). I must confess my minimal familiarity with the various ANE languages of Franklin’s sources for the knr/
Kinnaru question; however, due to Franklin’s success in grappling directly with this
linguistically and culturally challenging material, his book should have a lasting impact on Classical philology, and hopefully will encourage other Classicists to pursue
similar avenues of research.
After an initial chapter discussing the history of Cyprus, which is focused on
the island’s interaction with the Bronze Age Near East, Franklin partitions his discussion of Kinyras into three discreet parts: respectively titled “The Cult of Kinnaru,” “Kinyras on Cyprus,” and “Kinyras and the Lands Around Cyprus.” Each of
these larger sections is further divided into a number of relatively brief and tightly
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focused chapters devoted to a specific aspect of the larger knr/Kinnaru/Kinyras correspondence. For the sake of brevity, I will discuss these three parts, referring to
specific chapters only where they are important for the larger picture.
Part One (Chapters 2-8), “The Cult of Kinnaru,” examines two important aspects of Kinyras’ pre-Greek origins: divinized musical instruments, especially lyres,
in the ANE; and the Semitic instrument of the lyre-family known from the root
knr. The first two chapters of Part One present necessary background material that
frames much of the rest of Franklin’s approach. Chapter 2 contains an examination of the social and religious framework for the divinization of cult objects in
the ANE, including musical instruments, and their role as intermediaries between
king(dom) and god. Of striking interest in this discussion is that apparent merging
of king, (divine) instrument, and god that arises through ANE ritual texts. The next
chapter presents an overview of the linguistic and iconographic evidence for the knr,
including two remarkable pullout maps depicting the distribution of lyre iconography in the Aegean and Near East during the Bronze and Iron Ages (48-51). From a
musicological perspective, Franklin’s suggestion that the performance contexts of an
instrument might outweigh morphological divisions in cross-cultural interactions is
one of the most stimulating of his many proposals (53). The remainder of Part One
introduces five case studies for divine instruments and the knr in specific cities/cultures: Ebla, Mari, the Hittites and Hurrians, Ugarit, and the Biblical hero David’s
Israel.
Part Two (Chapters 9-16), “Kinyras on Cyprus,” examines the Greco-Roman
evidence for the Cypriot hero in light of the ANE sources presented in Part One.
Franklin covers a broad range of sources and methodologies in search of the elusive
hero. Chapter 10, which treats the references to Kinyras in Pindar’s Pythian 2 and
Nemean 8, is particularly illustrative of Franklin’s technique in combining ANE and
Greek source material to arrive at a fuller picture of the peculiarly Cypriot, i.e. culturally hybrid, nature of Kinyras’ mythology. Chapter 12 ties Kinyras’ relationship to
his children (particularly Myrrha and Adonis) to the lamentation/funerary function
of musical ritual in the ANE, with a particularly intriguing side-discussion of the
Linos-song mentioned by Homer (Iliad 18.567-572) and Herodotus (2.79). Chapter
15 argues for the treatment of pre-Greek Cyprus (known from the Amarna letters
as Alashiya) as a cosmopolitan kingdom on the same level as other late Bronze Age
centers, particularly in reference to the near-monopoly of Cyprus’ copper-mining
industry (a probable explanation for the unexpected association of Kinyras, the musician, with metalworking, discussed in Chapter 13).
The accumulation of evidence in Part Two results in Franklin’s primary the— 115 —

sis, that Kinyras must have arrived on Cyprus from the Semitic-speaking milieu of
Syria and the Levant prior to the Aegean (Greek) colonization/occupation of the
island. Accordingly, he presents two fundamental assertions at the start of Chapter
15: first, that “Kinyras is at heart a Divine Lyre” of the ANE type discussed in Part
One, and second, that “[t]his Divine Lyre was imported by one or more Cypriot
cities in the L[ate] B[ronze] A[ge]” (371). This thesis necessitates a nuanced view of
reciprocal Greek/non-Greek cultural interactions on the island of Cyprus, against
the traditional perspective of cultural conflict and exclusivity.
Part Three (Chapters 17-21), “Kinyras and the Lands Around Cyprus,” again
broadens the scope of Franklin’s examination to non-Cpyriot sources for Kinyras
or a related figure. In Chapter 17, Franklin embarks on a stimulating examination
of Kinyras (ki-nu-ro) as a personal name or title in the Linear B tablets from Pylos. The next chapter attempts to further explain Kinyras’ Cypriot association with
extra-musical activities (especially metalworking, pottery, and sailing) through a
largely theoretical, but very well-argued, twinning of Kinyras and the ANE craftsman-god, Kothar. After two chapters discussing the evidence for Kinyras in relation
to Adonis-cult at Byblos and Sidon, Franklin concludes his main text with an examination of the Syro-Cilician Lyre-Player seals.
This volume also includes seven appendices covering ancillary material that
Franklin decided not to incorporate into his main text. These are followed by a separate monograph-length study of the ANE Balang-Gods by Wolfgang Heimpel,
including a catalogue of all ANE texts that use the term to reference a chordophone.
In contrast to Franklin, who associates the divinized balang with the lyre (especially
the knr), Heimpel asserts that the ANE texts refer a type of harp rarely depicted in
art due to its funerary contexts.
Kinyras is provided with an ample index locorum, a useful general index, and
an extensive bibliography, which collectively increase the utility of the volume for
specialists in the number of sub-disciplines implicated by Franklin’s wide-ranging
discussion. I found remarkably few typos considering the length and complexity of
the volume. Franklin’s language is lucid and clear, especially for the technical and
linguistic material, but also stylistically complex, a truly rewarding combination for
those who persevere through all 567 pages.
I have only two criticisms of the volume, both quite minor. First, Franklin’s
tendency to use abbreviations without glossing them in the body of the text at their
first appearance is confusing to a reader not already familiar with the conventions of
Ancient Near Eastern scholarship. Although he does provide a list of abbreviations
at the beginning of the volume, I found that the frequent need to consult that list
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occasionally distracted me from following the flow of the argument. I found this
even more discordant because of Franklin’s deft approach to the linguistic material.
Second, Franklin employs drawings (by Glynnis Fawkes, an artist who specializes
in archaeological illustration) instead of photographs. He was doubtless motivated
by legitimate issues of cost and accessibility (particularly of the more obscure objets
d’arts); however, since his discussion of these objects frequently hinges on relatively
small details, I found myself wanting to see high-quality photographs so that I could
formulate my own interpretations (e.g., his discussion of the so-called ‘Orpheus
jug’ from Megiddo, 159-161). In conclusion, Franklin’s Kinyras: The Divine Lyre is a
groundbreaking work of scholarship that will ideally inspire similar forays into the
reciprocal cultural interchange between Greece and the ancient Near East.
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Georgia Petridou,
Divine Epiphany in Greek Literature and Culture.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016. Pp. 427. Cloth
(ISBN 978-0-19-872392-9) $160.00.
In her wide-ranging book on the “advent of the god into the mortal sphere,” Petridou
aims at “reestablishing epiphany as a crucial mode in Greek religious thought and
practice, underlining its centrality in Greek cultural production, and foregrounding its impact in both perpetuating pre-existing power structures and constructing
new ones” (2). To accomplish these three goals, Petridou uses the term “epiphanic
schema… to refer to what can be described as the molecular structure of epiphany”
(11). To find and delineate this epiphanic schema, Petridou organizes literary and
epigraphic evidence from the late seventh century BC to the end of the second
century AD, thematically, not by chronology, author, or genre. Petridou’s “central
assumption”—one that justifies her organization—is that “the cultural pattern [of
epiphany] exerts more influence on the literary one than has hitherto been acknowledged” (18). Petridou seeks to unearth and explore the cultural pattern of epiphanies.
While epiphanies had an “explanatory function” that addressed paradoxes of
existence and an “authorizing function” that enabled privileged individuals to take
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action, they most often “functioned as crisis management tools” (16) and had four
elements: crisis, authorization, resolution, and commemoration. Petridou selects the
Athenian runner Pheidippides to introduce her schema. The impending Persian invasion of Greece in 490 BC presents a crisis; Pheidippides’ encounter with Pan
authorizes him to take action, namely “to suggest that divine alliance was to be expected in the course of battle which resolves the crisis” and a new cult is established
(19). The similarity between Petridou’s model (illustrated with a chart on 19) and
Victor Turner’s four-part social drama whose elements are breach, crisis, redress,
and reintegration seems to warrant consideration. Two works of Turner appear in
the bibliography; one is cited on 293 n. 24. Though no mention is made of his social drama, his work would have provided theoretical ballast to Petridou’s proposed
model. Finally, Petridou’s claim that epiphanies are a consequence of “the culturally
determined character of perception” (13) implies that such perceptions are relatively
constant from archaic Greece to imperial Rome and are not shaped by cultural productions whether narratives, rituals, or visual images on vases, votives, or temples.
Both implications could be, and perhaps should be, modified; nonetheless, they free
Petridou to compose valuable case studies of epiphanies that rely on a wide range of
evidence that is treated more judiciously than these broad claims suggest.
Chapters 1–7 are organized around the who, what, where, and when of epiphanies. Chapter 1, “Divine Morphology,” seeks “to establish that Greek gods and heroes manifested themselves in many different shapes and forms” (105). These include
cult statues, objects, animals, or personnel; a human impersonating a god in cult; a
phasma (a shadowy form that often appears at night); an object or animal associated
with the god. Furthermore, gods may present themselves with anthropomorphic,
zoomorphic, or amorphous forms (i.e. meteorological phenomena). Whatever form
the gods assume, the human they confront is challenged to recognize their divinity
despite or perhaps because of feelings of fear and awe. For this reason, epiphanies are
always about the nature of divinity and the relations between the divine and human
realm. Because Petridou interprets epiphanies functionally, she concludes by stating
that epiphanies are “more significantly…means of constructing cultural and political
identity” (105).
Chapters 2 through 7 offer a taxonomy of epiphanies that tracks their social
and cultural functions in different contexts. Chapter 2 is titled “Epiphanies in crisis,”
yet does not refer to the “crisis” in the first stage of Petridou’s model of epiphanies.
Instead, it describes battle and siege epiphanies and concludes that these “are often
employed by magistrates, military generals, or priestly personnel” and “are effective
because they manipulate people’s expectations of steadfast divine assistance…” (141).
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Petridou then focuses on the well-known story of the Athenian tyrant Peisistratus
who rode into Athens with a tall beautiful woman named Phye dressed as Athena. Petridou argues the Pro(s)charisteria festival offers a “good ritual parallel” to
illuminate Athena’s epiphany (in Phye) and thereby adds considerably to the rich
scholarship this episode has garnered. Here, Petridou replaces manipulation with
symbolic and affective content of religious rituals on participants and thus offers
a “thick description” that goes beyond the functional model she initially proposes.
The tension in chapter 2 between Petridou’s taxonomy of epiphanies that support her functionalist model and her nuanced interpretation of the episode of Phye
characterizes her following chapters. As Petridou delineates the relationship between the context and nature of epiphanies in each chapter, her analysis often falls
outside of her functionalist model. Chapter 3, for example, treats healing epiphanies,
focusing on Asclepius. One might expect disease to be described as an individual
or communal crisis for which the epiphany of Asclepius at one of his shrines authorizes a resolution (treatment) that is then commemorated in votive offering. Yet,
Petridou uses none of the terms of her four-stage model to organize this material.
Nor do priests and shrine attendants manipulate those who are ill, as generals and
magistrates do during sieges and battles as described in chapter 2. Instead Chapter
3 concludes with “Asclepius’ healing epiphanies carry the unmistakable hallmarks
of divine revelation” and “one must try not to forget that Asclepius was a both divine healer and a divine physician, both a god and a doctor” (193). As in chapter 2,
Petridou’s analysis and the material she gathers to bear on her subject fascinates and
informs while the larger analytic frame of her enquiries is not in evidence. Consequently, each chapter may be read with profit and evaluated on its own merits.
Chapter 4 explores epiphanies in remote places and in the context of poetic performances; chapter 5 concerns erotic epiphanies; chapter 6 concerns epiphanies in cult,
and chapter 7 theoxenia festivals.
Chapter 8, “Synthesis: Epiphany and its sociopolitical functions,” outlines the
three functions of epiphanies mentioned in the introduction: their authorizing function, their explanatory function, and their use as a crisis management tool. This last
function to which a chart was devoted in the introduction is now described as “more
or less self-explanatory” (313). Petridou then enumerates which epiphanies in earlier
chapters illustrate how epiphany functioned to address crises, to explain the gods, or
to authorize action. Petridou concludes her study by stating that epiphanies “were
seen as validating and, more importantly, perpetuating pre-existing power structures
or actively participating in the formation of new ones” (347). This summary and the
manner of Petridou’s synthesis hints at where this study might be strengthened:
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its larger theoretical framework. Some may wish more explicit attention had been
paid to consistently deploying a functional analysis, or interrogating its benefits in
comparison to other theoretical orientations borrowed from anthropology such as
symbolic, processual, network, etc. Others may find that the loose-fitting functional
analysis serves this material well: it allows the reader to consult a range of well-researched case studies of epiphany, each presented with nuance, insight, and detail,
and untethered to a potentially limiting theoretical framework. Indeed, Petridou’s
summarizing sentence does not adequately capture her rich and valuable contribution to the study of epiphanies, one that every scholar interested in the subject will
want to consult.
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Anna Rist,
The Mimiambs of Herodas: Translated into an English ‘Chioliambic’ Metre with Literary-Historical Introductions and Notes.
New York, NY: Bloomsbury Academic, 2016. Pp.
152. Cloth (978-1-350-00420-7) $120.00.
One hundred and twenty-five years after being discovered, Herodas has never been
more alive. Since 2000 alone major contributions include an updated Loeb edition
(Cunningham 2003), the completion of a two volume scholarly commentary (Di
Gregorio 2004), a Teubner edition (Cunningham 2004), one quarter of a collection
on less-studied Hellenistic poets devoted to Herodas (Harder, Regtuit, and Wakker,
eds. 2006), and a student edition with commentary (Zanker 2009). Anna Rist’s new
translation is a welcome addition, because its target audience is the general public.
Herodas should be read by anyone interested in drama, obscenity, gender, and social
class. He also deserves to be studied in survey classes of world literature. Rist’s work,
with its general introduction and introductions to the individual mimes, as well as
its artistic and easily readable translation, is the perfect vehicle for bringing Herodas
to the masses.
Rist does an expert job of describing the literary and social background of
the Mimiambi. She begins with the discovery of the papyrus containing the eight
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Mimiambi in 1891 and the third-century B.C. Hellenistic milieu in which Herodas
wrote (2-7). While his contemporary Theocritus also focuses on dramatic character
portraits, Herodas most closely works in the mime tradition, which includes improvised entertainments performed by a small troupe of actors and the literary mimes
of Sophron from the fifth century (7-15). Herodas differs from most mime writers,
however, in that he does not write in a common dialect or in prose, but marries his
realistic content to an artificial form. Rist focuses not on the artificiality, but on the
fact that the choliambic meter, used by Hipponax for personal invective, is a perfect
fit for Herodas’ often scathing verse (16-17). While she acknowledges that Herodas
imitates the sixth-century Ionic of Hipponax, she does not discuss the dissonance
that occurs from his choice of having realistic characters who should be speaking
third-century koinê (“common,” or as Rist translates it, “popular”) Greek, converse
in a literary meter and archaic dialect (17-20).
Rist then switches to the scholarly controversy over whether the Mimiambi
were intended for fully staged performance, a recital by one or two actors, or private
reading (21-26). Like most recent scholars, she believes that the Mimiambi could
have been performed by at the most three actors, but perhaps by only one skilled
archimimos (“head-mummer,” as Rist translates it), although she does examine the
Mimiambi as a learned book collection most likely to have been read, or performed,
in its present order. The general introduction ends with Rist discussing her rendering
of the Greek (27-29). She has captured the peculiarity of the choliambic (literally,
“limping iambic”) meter by ending her lines with the second to last syllable stressed
instead of unstressed, as it is in a standard iambic line. She explains her choice of
diction as follows: “American and other readers of non-British habit are positively
invited to regard my native idiom as a quaint approximation of Herodas Ionic and,
as I hope, indulgent enough to regard that as to the translation’s advantage” (32 n.
33). Indeed, her English is colloquial while still slightly formal, just like Herodas’
idiomatic and literary Greek.
A sampling of Rist’s English lines will provide a sense of her skill as a translator
as well as the appeal of the mimiambs themselves. In Mimiamb 1, Gyllis, a madam,
tries to convince Metriche to be unfaithful while her man is abroad:
Tell me, child, how long a time have you been wasting

alone and wearing out a widowed bed? ‘Tis ten months now
since Mandris sailed for Egypt and he don’t send you not a
single letter! No, he’s forgot you – drunk from fresher
wells! (44)
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Mimiamb 2 is a parody of a forensic speech, in which Battaros seeks damages against
the merchant Thales for stealing one of his prostitutes:
But perhaps he’s going to say ‘I’ve come from Ake, bringing
corn, and put a stop to a feared famine.’ Well, so

I brought whores from Tyre: to the populace what difference?
He don’t give grist free to grind and nor do I give
her for screwing free! (53)

In Mimiamb 7, Kerdon the cobbler, who in Mimiamb 6 is described as making
dildos in private, here in his public shop attempts to get his customers to buy shoes,
and maybe more:
But come; if cash is a problem, I’m prepared to make it

three darics: a gift! Plus these and these: they’re yours for

seven, for love of Metro here! (To Metro) Ah, don’t deny it
Your voice could send a shoemaker of stone flying

up to the gods, for yours is not a tongue, it’s pleasure’s
sieve! (117)

As Rist notes in the introduction, she has for the most part filled in lacunose lines
with what she surmises to be the poet’s likely intent (28). For the general reader,
this sometimes gives the false impression that Herodas’ text is more intact than it
actually is. Zanker 2009 should be consulted in these instances.
In the individual introductions to the mimes, Rist focuses on how Herodas
develops the individual traits of each of his characters, while also explicating difficulties of interpretation. For example, in the introduction to Mimiamb 3, she details
the verisimilitude of the stern teacher, the distraught mother, and the delinquent
boy who suffers abuse from them both, but in the footnotes she examines the Greek
proverbs and technical terms for gambling that add to this verisimilitude (57-62).
Similarly for Mimiamb 4, Rist analyzes the depictions of Kynno and Phile as they
marvel over artworks in an Asclepian temple, and then discusses scholarly controversies concerning the number of speaking characters and Herodas’ intent, including
her own views, in the footnotes (67-75). In the final three individual commentaries,
she outlines the arguments from her important articles on Mimes 6 and 7 (Rist
1993) and 8 (Rist 1998). Since these articles were first published, several scholars have
engaged with her work, but she chooses for the most part here not to interact with
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them directly. In her general introduction she notes a renewed interest in Herodean
studies (33), referring readers to Esposito’s chapter in Blackwell’s Companion to
Hellenistic Literature (2010). Zanker’s entry in the online Oxford Bibliographies
(2014) is also an important resource.
Rist’s translation, as I hope this review demonstrates, is much more than a
translation. From its provocative front cover image of the Capitoline Museum statue of a drunken old woman to the contents within, it is a window into a world of
literary antiquity that few modern readers know. My only criticism, and it is not of
the author herself, is the book’s price: $120.00 for a one hundred and fifty-two page
hardcover translation. This book’s potential readership is very wide, but its cost may
be prohibitive to the general audience for whom it is intended. It is hoped that the
publisher will be able to lower the price substantially for future editions.
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Benjamin Straumann,
Crisis and Constitutionalism: Roman Political Thought
from the Fall of the Republic to the Age of Revolution.
New York: Oxford University Press, 2016. Pp. ix + 414.
Cloth (ISBN 978-0-19-995092-8) $85.00.
Straumann’s superb new book cuts a bold path. Assembling a wealth of evidence
that solidifies but never limits its argumentative reach, Crisis and Constitutionalism
forges a synthetic portrait of Roman political thought and traces its reverberations
across the early modern era. At its center is the idea of a constitution, or a framework
of higher-order laws that define and legitimate ordinary legal rules. According to
Straumann, constitutionalism was a Roman invention, something that “developed
out the crises of the [late] Republic” (18) and unified the otherwise disparate political arguments and initiatives of that era. Even as partisans continued to disagree
about the legitimacy of certain legal innovations, Straumann argues, they revealed
themselves to possess a shared sense of the kind of argument that had to be made
for or against such measures. It was not enough to assess a law in moral or prudential
terms, Straumann maintains: the critical test was whether or not it was constitution— 123 —

al in the sense of being consistent with a body of entrenched political norms.
On the basis of this apparently simple claim, Straumann launches a further
series of arguments. The first has to do with the substance of political disagreement
in the late Republic. According to Straumann, Rome was torn apart by competing
views about its own constitution—the “crisis” of the late Republic was in fact a
constitutional crisis. On one side were those who traced all legal authority to the
sovereign power of the Roman people, as shown by passages in Livy and Appian. On
the other side were those who traced it primarily to custom (mos), although Cicero
is shown to have taken the further step of grounding the authority of custom itself
in natural law.
Straumann’s fuller argument for reading Cicero’s treatment of natural law as
a species of constitutionalism appears later in the book (Chapter 4). But even so,
Straumann’s discussion of Roman constitutionalism early on skews heavily toward
Cicero’s position, foreshadowing its privileged status in the narrative that follows.
The case for understanding Roman ideas of popular sovereignty as expressions of
constitutionalism is comparatively brief and theoretically problematic. Political theorists will surely be surprised to find thorny questions about the relationship between popular sovereignty and constitutionalism waved aside with the observation
that “even an institutional setup which does not allow for any norms of a higher
order than whatever the legislature provides for would seem to rely on at least one
higher-order norm: the rule that ‘whatever the legislature provides for, is binding
law’” (36). Moreover, Straumann himself reveals that at least some attributions of
absolute legislative authority to the popular assembly explicitly traced it back to the
ancient laws of Rome’s earliest kings (39-41), effectively subsuming it within a further, unspecified constitutional order—possibly custom and/or natural law.
Moving forward, the book wavers somewhat uneasily between these impulses:
on the one hand, loosening the idea of constitutionalism enough to support the
claim that “diverging interpretations of the constitution were at the center of the
crisis of the late Republic” (18, emphasis added), not disagreements about the very
existence of a Roman constitution spurred by arguments on behalf of the unlimited
power of the assembly; on the other hand, tightening the idea of constitutionalism
enough that it can also be said to constitute a distinct intellectual tradition among
modern writers, one that does not simply include anyone with a concept of sovereignty. Notably, for example, Straumann does not rest his argument for Bodin’s
constitutionalism on his absolutism, i.e. the observation that whatever the sovereign
provides for is binding law, but instead his views about natural law and the limits
they place on sovereign power. Similarly, one learns that Rousseau and the Jacobins
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were not constitutional thinkers, despite their strong arguments on behalf of popular sovereignty, because they characterized the authority of the people as wholly
“unconstrained” (329).
In short, it would seem that Straumann can successfully make one of the two
big arguments that he presents in this book – but not both. A second, related issue
has to do with Straumann’s effort to present “virtue” as a conceptual alternative
to constitutionalism in both Roman and post-Roman theorizing about republican
politics. According to Straumann, the so-called ‘neo-Roman’ republican tradition
that figures so prominently in the work of Quentin Skinner and Philip Pettit is “not
… part of the Roman constitutional tradition that is my subject in this book, but
rather a relic of an Augustinian tradition” (260) in which Rome was celebrated primarily for its virtues. As Straumann goes to explain, Augustine adapted this view of
Rome from Sallust and passed it on to Machiavelli, who praised glory-seeking for its
ability “to motivate citizens to preserve and expand their state” (270). Machiavelli’s
position, so described, is contrasted with a variety of interrelated opinions attributed
to Cicero: that virtue should be defined as living in accordance with natural justice;
that ordering society in accordance with natural justice is necessary for its stability
over time; and that imperial expansion is justifiable only as “the expansion of ‘natural
constitutional law’” (276).
It is a shame that Straumann confines the real crescendo of his book—the exile
of Machiavelli from a political tradition that he is often thought to epitomize—to
a mere four pages. But the fundamental argument seems to be that Machiavelli is
not a constitutional thinker because he does not subscribe to a theory of natural
law. For Straumann, it is not enough that Machiavelli writes extensively about the
entrenched, higher-order norms that guided Roman politics until the late Republic
(its “ancient orders” and “ordinary modes,” e.g. 1.1-1.7, 1.9, 1.11, 1.18, 1.34-1.35, 1.40, 3.1,
3.22, 3.25). The fact that Machiavelli denies the existence of constitutional standards
prior to the founding of specific constitutional orders reveals him to be a leader of
“the anti-constitutional tradition” (260) instead.
Having offered these brief critiques of Crisis and Constitutionalism, let me
now be clear about one thing: Straumann has written a brilliant book. Narrating
the history of political thought around a few organizing ideas is always a fraught
enterprise, susceptible at every turn to charges of imprecision, misinterpretation, and
over-generalization—just think of the decades of criticism that have been visited
on J. G. A. Pocock’s Machiavellian Moment. But these are also the books that have
done the most to shape how we think about the past and to energize our debates
about it. In Crisis and Constitutionalism, Straumann has challenged us to think
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much more deeply about constitutional theory and I look forward to discussing his
arguments for years to come.
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Jo-Ann Shelton,
Pliny the Younger: Selected Letters.
Mundelein, IL: Bolchazy-Carducci Publishers, Inc., 2016. Pp.
xxx + 264. Paper (ISBN 978-0-86516-840-4) $29.00
Writing a good student commentary is a more daunting task than one might think.
To begin with, it can be difficult for the expert Latinist to understand where his or
her students might struggle in the Latin and even when they overcome this difficulty they must then decide how much help is too much or too little. Some seem to
eschew helping students at all to pursue their own philological interests, despite the
ambit of the publisher or book series. I think in particular here of Andrew Dyck’s
commentary on Cicero’s Catilinarian orations in the Cambridge “Green and Yellow” series: it has been invaluable resource to me in my own research, while proving
to be much more technical than even the students of an advanced undergraduate
Latin seminar can handle. Other texts have an arrangement of text and aid to the
reader that are, to put it mildly, not user-friendly. Such texts require the instructor
to explain how to use the book properly before proceeding, or, by separating the
commentary from the text itself, they often discourage the student from checking
the notes at all.
In her new student commentary covering a total of 30 letters of Pliny the
Younger, Jo-Ann Shelton has provided a valuable vade mecum to intermediate Latin students everywhere. More importantly Shelton has confronted the difficulties
I outlined above with aplomb. It is a volume with much to offer the student and
teacher alike with individual comments perceptively attuned to the needs of the
fledgling Latinist, and countless opportunities for the instructor to not just run spot
drills of syntactical and grammatical concepts, but to expand the class’s perspective
out from pure philology to consider questions of Roman social life explored by Pliny.
Shelton begins with an excellent introduction that concisely and cogently sets
out Pliny’s life and times and his literary output. Important terms about Roman
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culture (e.g., magistracies) are put in bold and definitions follow in parentheses. She
suggests further reading and possible thematic groupings of the letters to plan a syllabus around and excellent maps. The appendices are also rich, with texts and translations of important inscriptions mentioning Pliny, family trees, a glossary of proper
names and a full vocabulary for the text. The last is particularly helpful as it saves
much time in flipping through entries in a separate volume. However, Shelton does
recommend that the student purchase a grammar book like Allen and Greenough’s
to help them along. Some guidance is provided in the text itself: one of the indices
is for grammatical concepts, which can allow the teacher to better focus on those
elements of syntax that students may be particularly struggling with. For example,
should one’s students be struggling with indirect questions, Shelton indexes the 22
instances of this construction in the notes (the index is keyed to page numbers of the
commentary, not the textual loci of the Latin text itself ).
The selection of letters covers many old favorites of Pliny: his introductory
letter (1.1); his apologia about his activities under Domitian (3.11); letters to the historian Tacitus, including those about the eruption of Vesuvius in 79 C.E. (1.6, 4.13,
6.16 and 6.20); a letter praising his third wife, Calpurnia (4.19); the grief over Fundanus’ daughter (5.16); and of course his letters to Trajan concerning imperial policy
towards Christians (10.96 and 10.97). Other letters provide entrees into topics like
slavery, marriage, education, fatherhood, and death. Each letter has an accompanying introductory passage and nine images over the course of the commentary
enliven the text.
The mise-en-page of the commentary and text is particularly laudable. The
Latin itself is printed in larger font size, with the commentary beginning below the
Latin and continuing on the facing page. The guiding principle for the amount of
Latin on each page is that the Latin and the commentary should be on the same
two-page spread to eliminate excessive thumbing back and forth between Latin and
commentary. In general, one can feel comfortable assigning a nightly pace of a single
page spread (i.e., Latin and commentary on the facing page), slowly building up the
pace as the students get a better handle on both the Latin itself and the peculiarities
of Pliny’s style. The majority of the comments treat issues of grammar and syntax,
with historical issues treated primarily in the introductions before each letter and in
the notes as necessary.
Letter 6.16 is a representative example, as well as the longest text in the collection, followed closely by its sequel, letter 6.20. The introduction treats in a capsule
form the life and career of Pliny the Elder, the maternal uncle of our epistolary writer. The comments themselves are kept brief and are written in an easy-going style.
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While many commentaries fall into the trap of giving too little help, or sometimes
all too much, Shelton has found the a happy medium here: identifying grammatical
constructions, especially when the Latin may be unclear due to the word order or
rhetorical devices like hyperbaton; elsewhere helping make sense of the passage
where the resources of expression in the Latin language diverge from familiar English usage there. My one criticism about this particular section is that Shelton
postpones discussion of the eruption itself until the notes on 6.20, only explaining in
6.16 why Pliny the Elder was stationed at Misenum as prefect of the naval fleet from
about 76 C.E. onward. While this is perhaps understandable for reasons of space,
since the introduction to Pliny the Elder takes up much of the introduction to letter
6.16, it seems strange to save such an important matter of context to both letters for
the second of the two.
Ultimately, Shelton has produced what I believe is an excellent student commentary for Pliny’s letters. A standby of Latin instruction for many years (letter 6.16,
for example, is a major unit in Ecce Romani), Pliny not only provides practice in the
language itself, but myriad opportunities to discuss elements of Roman culture and
Shelton’s commentary is responsive to both elements of the study of Pliny in lower
level Latin courses. While the selection is not as wide ranging as Jacqueline Carlon’s
recent edition of fifty letters of Pliny (Oxford, 2016), Shelton includes 15 letters that
are not in Carlon’s selection. It is an excellent text for teachers of intermediate Latin
courses at the high school and college level and a monumentum aere perennius of
Shelton’s work on ancient Roman culture and society and Pliny himself.
NECJ 44.2				
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Mark Wright
Hope College

L E T T E R F R O M
T H E P R E S I D E N T

A

nno exeunte, convento Societatis perfecto,
praeses collegis ultimam salutationem scribit.
Si valetis, bene est; ego Societasque valemus.
I write this just a couple of weeks after the completion of
the 2017 Annual Meeting, where nearly half of CANE’s members came together for two days of scholarship and collegiality. I’m sure most attendees gained new ideas, bought a book or
poster or other classical trinket, connected with former students
or teachers or other friends, met new friends — as I did. It’s
not too soon to start making plans to come to the University of
Rhode Island next March: the submission deadline for papers
and workshops will be 1 December.
But CANE isn’t just the Annual Meeting in March and the
Summer Institute in July. Our work goes on throughout the year
in this Journal, in our blog, in grants and awards to members, and
in the offerings of the Press and the Emporium. CANE can be a
constant part of our professional lives.
At this time of year, though, perhaps we’re thinking beyond
our professional lives. I have only a dozen meetings left of my
various classes: the school year is winding down. I’m watching
the seniors as they prepare for graduation, followed by jobs or
graduate school. I’ve known some of them since their very first
weeks in college, when they took my Intermediate Latin class.
Since then they’ve learned Greek, or Sanskrit, or Japanese, or
German; they’ve studied abroad; they’ve taken film studies, gender studies, political science, or digital humanities; they’ve competed in intercollegiate debate or in Quidditch. I’m proud of
what they’ve done and happy to have been a small part of their
achievements.
Meanwhile, sophomores are declaring majors and joining
our department, we’ve got a list of entering first-years who might
be interested in classics, and our newly admitted graduate students are writing their advisors with questions. One class grad— 129 —

uates, and another rushes in to fill the void. There will always be
new students eager to meet Cicero, Catullus, Erasmus, Sophocles, Pindar, and all the rest; there will always be a new chance to
inspire the next generation of colleagues. We are part of a chain
of teachers and students, going back to our own teachers, their
teachers, and all the way back to the first bards who taught their
successors how to sing of κλέος ἄφθιτον, akṣiti śravas, unwilting
and imperishable fame. May that chain never break.
Anne Mahoney Tufts University
President, Classical Association of New England
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I N F O R M A T I O N , N E W S A N D
A N N O U N C E M E N T S

Scholarships
Scholarship opportunities and application details are described on the CANE website. Please visit: www.caneweb.org

Funding Opportunities
Two sources of funding are open to CANE members.
Educational Programs funding is awarded to any group or sub-group of the membership to promote a program of interest designed to promote understanding of the
Classics, pedagogy, or topics within ancient history. To apply for funds, a letter outlining the program and its goals, including the intended audience may be submitted
to: Dr. Edward Zarrow, World Languages Department, Westwood High School,
Westwood, MA 02090; 781-326-7500 x3372; tzarrow@westwood.k12.ma.us.
Discretionary Funds are awarded four times each year for supplies, ancillary materials, or enrichment materials that will enhance a particular project or curriculum,
and for which other funding is unavailable.
The deadlines are: 1 October 2016; 1 January 2017; 1 April 2017; and 1 July 2017.
Applications may be submitted to:
Charles Bradshaw, 54 Potwine Ln., Amherst, MA 01002; 413-253-2055;
cbradshaw@comcast.net.
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The Classical Association of
New England Summer Institute
July 10–15, 2017
Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island

The View from a Distance:
Perspectives on the Greeks & Romans
from across Space and Time
The organizers of the 2017 CANE Summer Institute invite you to join us for a weeklong exploration of the Classical Greek and Roman worlds from the perspectives
of outsiders – in both space and time.
In ten mini-courses, ten lectures, pedagogy workshops, reading groups, and
a number of special events, we will
consider the views and responses to
Greece and Rome by contemporaneous “others” from around the ancient
world, as well as reactions and adaptations of Greek and Roman culture
in later literature and physical art.
For more information and to register,
please visit the CANE Summer Institute website at http://caneweb.org/csi.
With questions contact the director
Tim Joseph at
summerinst@caneweb.org
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Publishers are invited to send new books for this list to
Prof. Jennifer Clarke Kosak,
NECJ Book Review Editor, Department of Classics, Bowdoin College,
7600 College Station, Brunswick, ME 04011;
jkosak@bowdoin.edu
Judith Affleck and Clive Letchford, OCR Anthology for Classical Greek GCSE.
London and New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2016. Pp. 271. Paper
(ISBN 978-1-4742-6548-5) $29.95.
Flora Brooke Anthony, Foreigners in Ancient Egypt: Theban Tomb Paintings
from the Early Eighteenth Dynasty. London and New York: Bloomsbury
Academic, 2016. Pp. 184. Paper (ISBN 978-1-4742-4157-1) $37.95.
Neil Berstein, Seneca: Hercules Furens. London and New York: Bloomsbury
Academic, 2017. Pp. 168. Cloth (ISBN 978-1-4742-5492-2) $88.00.
Christopher Carey, Democracy in Classical Athens, 2nd edition.
London and New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2017. Pp. 200. Paper
(ISBN 978-1-4742-8636-7) $25.95.
Megan Cifarelli and Laura Gawlinski, eds. What Shall I Say of Clothes?:
Theoretical and Methodological Approaches to the Study of Dress in Antiquity.
Boston, MA: The Archaeological Institute of America, 2017. Pp. xvi + 223.
Paper (ISBN 978-1-931909-34-1) $24.95.
Robert Garland, Athens Burning: The Persian Invasion of Greece and the
Evacuation of Attica. Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins University Press,
2017. Pp. 184. Paper (ISBN 978-1-4214-2196-4) $19.95.
Kostas Kalimtzis, An Inquiry into the Philosophical Concept of Scholê: Leisure as
a Political End. London and New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2017. Pp. 240.
Cloth (ISBN 978-1-4742-3793-2) $114.00.
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Lynn Kozak, Experiencing Hektor: Character in the Iliad. London and New
York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2016. Pp. 328. Cloth (ISBN 978-1-4742-4544)
$128.00.
André Laks and Glenn Most, ed. and trans. Early Greek Philosophy, vols, 1-9.
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2016. Includes:
Early Greek Philosophy, Volume 1: Introductory and Reference Materials.
Loeb Classical Library 524. Pp. 258. Cloth (ISBN 9780674996540) $26.00.
Early Greek Philosophy, Volume II: Beginnings and Early Ionian Thinkers, Part 1.
Loeb Classical Library 525. Pp. 400. Cloth (ISBN 9780674996892) $26.00.
Early Greek Philosophy, Volume III: Early Ionian Thinkers, Part 2.
Loeb Classical Library 526. Pp. 352. Cloth (ISBN 9780674996915) $26.00.
Early Greek Philosophy, Volume IV: Western Greek Thinkers, Part 1.
Loeb Classical Library 527. Pp. 464. Cloth (ISBN 9780674996922) $26.00.
Early Greek Philosophy, Volume V: Western Greek Thinkers, Part 2.
Loeb Classical Library 528. Pp. 816. Cloth (ISBN 9780674997066) $26.00.
Early Greek Philosophy, Volume VI: Later Ionian and Athenian Thinkers, Part 1.
Loeb Classical Library 529. Pp. 448. Cloth (ISBN 9780674997073) $26.00.
Early Greek Philosophy, Volume VII: Later Ionian and Athenian Thinkers, Part 2.
Loeb Classical Library 530. Pp. 512. Cloth (ISBN 9780674997080) $26.00.
Early Greek Philosophy, Volume VIII: Sophists, Part 1.
Loeb Classical Library 531. Pp. 576. Cloth (ISBN 9780674997097) $26.00.
Early Greek Philosophy, Volume IX: Sophists, Part 2.
Loeb Classical Library 532. Pp. 370. Cloth (ISBN 9780674997103) $26.00.
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Thomas F. Mathews with Norman E. Muller, The Dawn of Christian Art in
Panel Paintings and Icons. Los Angeles: Getty Publications, 2016. Pp. 256.
Cloth (ISBN 978-1-60606-509-9) $49.95.
Maxwell Teitel Paule, Canidia, Rome’s First Witch. London and New York:
Bloomsbury Academic, 2017. Pp. 232. Cloth (ISBN 978-1-350-00388-0)
$114.00.
Anton Powell and Katerina Meidani, eds., ‘The Eyesore of Aigina’: AntiAthenian Attitudes across the Greek, Hellenistic and Roman Worlds. Swansea: The
Classical Press of Wales, 2016. Pp. xiv + 258. Cloth (ISBN 978-1-905125-59-3)
$80.00.
Jennifer T. Roberts, The Plague of War: Athens, Sparta, and the Struggle for
Ancient Greece. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017. Pp. 423. Cloth
(ISBN 978-0-19-999664-3) $34.95.
Jörg Rüpke, On Roman Religion: Lived Religion and the Individual in Ancient
Rome.
Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2016. Pp. 208. Cloth
(ISBN 978-1-5017-0470-3) $49.95.
John Taylor, Greek to GCSE: Part 1. Revised edition for OCR GCSE Classical
Greek (9–1). London and New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2016. Pp. xi +206.
Paper (ISBN 978-1-4742-5520-2) $27.95.
John Taylor, Greek to GCSE: Part 2. Revised edition for OCR GCSE Classical
Greek (9–1). London and New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2016. Pp. xvi +351.
Paper (ISBN 978-1-4742-5516-5) $27.95.
Edward J. Watts, Hypatia: The Life and Legend of an Ancient Philosopher.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017. Pp. 224. Cloth
(ISBN 978-0-19-021003-8) $29.95.
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